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INTRODUCTION

Several years ago, in his final presentation to the Council of Chief
State School Officers (CCSSO), the late tames Allen, then Ti S
Commissioner of Education, warned that Public Law 94-142
represented one of the "most significant. legislative acts in the history
of public schooling'.Today, the task of implementing legislation
known as The Education for All Handicapped Children Act confronts
every *public school distnct In particular, 'mainstreaming' e g,
educating handicapped students in the most appropnate spaceis
Providing senous challenges for both administrators and teachers

The project descnbed in the following pages responds to the
situation outlined above Its involvement of art specialists and
classroom instructors, including teachers of the handicapped, in
settings, marked by intensive penods of instruction in both special
education and the , art stands out as a central feature The importance
of linking n assessments to in-service programs also is
underscored

An evaluation statement found in thb closing sectionof this report
offers additional informahcm

Finally we applaud, the idea of an interdisciplinary' team
approach, so clearly portrayed in the proposal, and praise the
creative, unstinting efforts of its members to operationalize an
extremely difficult 'plan Professors Anderson, McAnally and
Colchado deserve congratulations

Gordon Hoke
Associate Professor

*College of Education
Center for Instructional Research and

Curriculum Evaluation (CIRCE)
University of Illinois .
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GRANT REPORT
Overview: 1

At the time olundIng in June, 1978 the'Art for the Handicapped
-Grant,was one 6..,i three of its kind funded by the Bureau of Education
for the Handicapped The grant, which was a joint effort between the
Illinois States University ilSI.Ji Departments of Art and Specialized
Educate ridi Development was awarded to develop a training model
for in- el-vice art and special education teachers to assist them in'
comp ing with PL 94-142 and other federal and state mandates in
connection .with the establishment of least restrictive 'educational
alternatives for handicapped children The grant, which was co-
authored by Dr Frances E: Anderson, Professor of Art and Mrs Pat
McA naliy, Assistant Professor of Special Education at MU, had lour
major thrusts a) to develop increased communication between art
and special education teachers a ut common problems they have
educating hanctfcapped children rt, k2) to expand knowledge via
hands-on art experiences i3.ito evelop ways to utilize art in the best

sense to assist learning in the other academic areas of reading, math,
social studies and science, and (4) to- familiarize art teachers with
durrent methodologies in special education

Instruction was based on a survey of participants stated needs in
the area of art and special education. The training included two and
one-half days of instruction divided into two segments The first
segment began on a Fnday evening and continued the following day
At the close of the first segment, each p icipant was given a field
assignment After a three- to lour-wee nod for field testing the
content covered during the first segment a second all-day follow up
workshop was held

During this second segment, participants reported on their field
experiences and additional instruction was provided Participants
earned one hour of graduate credit for completion of the two
workshop segments Workshop segments., were held at four sites
throughout the state Chicago, E St Louis, Springfield and Peoria

Participation at each site was limitFd to twenty-five special
education teachers and fifteen elementalw art teachers lrr areas
where the number of art teachers did not reach stated limits, reg'ular
classroom teachers at the elementary level were included to fill out
the enrollment Efforts were directed toward having teachers
representing population distribution of the six major handicapping
conditions of special children In every site there was a good mixture
of teachers having responsidbaities for the education of children who
have a variety of.handicapping conditions

This workshop monograph will include selected field reports and
photographs otart work executed by special children from le classes

8 9



taught by the sparticipating workshop teachers Some funding for
dissemination of this monograph is being provided by the National
Committee 'Arts for the Handicapped

Background:
Dr Andersonammated contact with the Department ol Specialized.

Educational Development at ISU ithe Special Education Department
is a part of the Department of Specialized Educational Development at
ISU subsequent references in this report shall refer to this department
as SED) tc discuss a possible cooperative grant proposal between the
Art.and Special Education Departments TENSpecial Education
Department at ISU hts had a very good. record- of successful
grantsmanship in the federal sector It was very beneficial to be able to,
work with the SED Department and its stall because of titeir prior

experience in generating and A mplementing federal grants The
administrative red take can be overwhelming esped Ily for the
novice who is initiating a grant proposal It was therefore a reat help
to work with staff Who had had prior experience in ogenera g and
implementing federal grants

Adclitionally, a gccd rapport already 'existed between the 1 acul
who wrote the grant This rapport was due to prior professional
involve'ments and common concerns in best serving the need f

handicapped learners
'From the beginning specific tasks were divided to maximize the

time use and specific expertise of the staff involved Adminlrahve
support was crucial at several stages, initially in encouraging the
authors to write the grant and later, in providing some matching
monies when the initial grant budget was cut-
Needs Assessment:

Once workshop participants were identified, they were surveyed
to assess their, current level of information and knowledge about
special education' terminology and art processes The survey
consisted 'of nine pages of questions (see Appendix B) These
questions were designed to attempt to identity the participants'
knowledge of artistic pirotesses and the role of art in the education of
handicapped children The needs assessment also attempted to
identify problems (if any) that the art and special, education teachers
were having in instructing handicapped learners in art

The questions posed fell into seven areas as follows
1 Knowledge of art processes most appropriate at the

elementary and intermediate level
2 Perceived appropriateness of these sameprt processes to the

participant's specific-classroom curriculum

a
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3 Knowledge of special education terminology
4 Problems encountered in teaching art to mainstreamed"

handicapped learners and problems encountered in
teaching art to learners with specific handicapping
conditions

5. Suppott for and acceptance of the placement of

handicapped children in a regular classroom
6 Experience with teaching handicapped children
7 Frequency of integrating 2rtowith the academic areas of

--reading, math, science antisocial studies ..

Initially the survey was used to guide the staff in planning and
organizing the content of the workshop Additionally. the needs
assessment became the basis for a post-workshop evaluation
questionnaire

The principal investigators are still in the process of completing
an evaluation of the participants responses on the needs assessments
However, much of the information is presented in this 'report In a
perusal of the open-ended questions about specific problems,
encountered by teachers in the art education of handicapped
learners, several trends emerged With respect to the art teachers, the
responses reflected a general frustration on the part of teachers partly
because of problems such as

1 with 36 to 37 'regular students in my classthere is Just
no way to get around to all the children let alone the
mainstreamed handicapped child

2 My schedule does not permit time for giving individual
helprha.ve 7 classes a day, 36 minutes per class and I go to
four school?'

3 'The age range in my classes is too greatI have one group
ranging from 6-10 years and another 10-15 years It is almost
impossible to plan for this rangebtinterests and art abilities

4 No one has explained the specific learning problems of niiy,
U) children to me and thsre is no time to get This
information'

5 No specthc training in special education --/6 'Not enough classroom space'"
7 "I do not have the nght art materials"

Most of these kinds of responses fall into the-administrative. category
and these were problems which could not be solved in a workshop
training segment such as was being planned

Other responses indicated the following must pressing problems
which teachers were encountering

1 Basic problems with children lacking motor skillsscissors
skills weremost often citedin addition, having a wide range
of motor abilities represented in the same class made it ;
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tic ult to plan art activities for the class which held interest.and
which all the students 'could complete

2 'The 'Short attention spans of the handicapped learners were
often cited as a problem

3 12ck of time, manpower and expertise to individualize the art
activities for the special learner were identified as prOblems

;I. Problems with'corpmunicatibn were cited These probleins
included students who had difficulty in following directions
and in comprehending the lactirti or task to be
accomjlished

5 Lack of motivation was also often cited as a problem in
teaching the handicapped learner

6 LaCk of information in relation to the handicapped learner
was listed as a problem

7 Lack of knowledge of art media and art curricula spec ifically
geared to the needs of the handicapped learner was cited as
a problem -

Key Components of a Successftil Training MOdel:
Good Communication

Planning the instructional content meant basing the instruction
bn stated needs of the participants during the fast 'iegment As the,
result of this feedback, each workshop was modified to accommodate
these expressed in process needs Utilizing feedback was essential

, because each site,was unique and each groom, of parhcipants had a
drfierent,composition and different needs

There was also a need to have a good network of communication
between administrators' of local special education districts and
individual teachers Publicizing the workshop and gettipg teachers
identified and enrolled was one of the hardest parts of the entire
project Perional contact via telephone were made by the principal
investigators and pres's releases were given to a newspaper at each of
the four sites However, only one newspaper printed theinformatioh

Having a supportive contact person in the administrative
structure Of the school system at each workshop location Vas
invaluable This contact person was crucial in generating interest in
the Workshop and in encouraging teachers to enroll It was also very
helpful to hold the workshop in a site that was the home base for at
least one of the participants

, Important 9roundwork "has been lid at the present sites The
principal irsiveshgators feel that if tbey turned to these sites they
would have greater cooperation andogreate interest from local
teachers because of participation withthe project this past year
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Enrollment

From the 'beginning a GIJraplicate.cl university enrollment
t problem All participants had't4e enrolle.d in the

ISU .Graduqte School to earn tile hourof graduate credit The staff
press.ed for <1 simplified. rocess and were able lo have the transcnpt
requirement .w ..ived for %forkshop participants during the Spring
term However the rieNssary admissipns forms were still very
involved 'but it wa, nit possible to chang4'any of these procedures

It did help tio helve on site enrcAlmei'it and to take the pafticipants
CIS a group through- the process In the future on-site enrollment is
recprrirnerlded provided participants could be Identifisi a
,orrimitted tv the pro;t3ct well in advance of schiedurecd tion
These.....orrirnitments would insure a full:Complement of Participants
The needs, .4141-Lest participants could be ascertained prior to the
woX'shop and plans could be made to iozommodate these: needs"
Earning giNtpluate credit was important to epost o'iThe pArtiolzants and
it also added inventive in terms of compWing.the fibla asAnments

Iklerrerrt .weattef influenced dnraments at the
workshop FC.ture work44vps should not be schedulewluring,January
and ;.ai;), February Table I provides breekdodn o workshop
enroiffients. Jr /

TABLE I ,

Art for the Handicapped Workshop Enrollment by it

Number Enrolled
Art
Special Ed
Elementary Ed
Total Number.

Number Completing troth
Art
Special Ejd.
Elementary Ed
Total ilmber

,Workshop Sates
Chicago E. St. Louis Springfield

9
17 4,

g. 1

27

Nona

1 13 7
23 30

1

37 3£3*

s.

Segmy4
7 2

12 1,2,
0 5

19 19

12 3
19 9

1 1 p
32 13

4
12

gefamilos
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Up pritil the week before the irrkshop 'only ten had pre-enrolled
Ms Dons Cason, Ark Coordiriptor for E St Cows, recruited an
additional thirty -tour who signed up to attend-Lbut for a variety of
reakps this was final enrollment the night of the first workshop
segment. 0-
Inclement weather effected the enrollments at this site and only
sixteen ottewlea the first night An attempt was made to schedule
a fifth workshop However, a survey of participants who had pre-
enrolled resulted in only four affirmative responses inditating
willingness to attend a rescheduled wprkshop-

a

Workshop Sites
In each city a central site was located so it was not necesqarylor

most participants to drive more than fifty miles to the workshop A ke-
enrollment list was mailed to participants so they could carpool it they
chaise It was very helpful to have a participantavhose classroom was
in the workshop site, thus eltrninating problems with locking and
unlocking facilities These local participants also provided assistance
in locating audio casual materials, coffee pots and the extra materials
that occasionally were needed at the last minute The host teachers
also helped'tn directing participants to nearby restaurants .

.With respect to physical space, it helped to Piave three or four
rooms rather than one large room This arra ngelnent enabled the staff
to spread out the art activities into kur distinct stations and to
reserve a separate room for lecture, discussyri When one of the staff
was leading the discussion or lecturing, the other staff members could

-set up for the rrext scheduled activity and/or clean 'up without
disturbing ,the rest of the scheduled activities

Workshop Ccintent and Organization
One of the key success ingredients was the make-up of the

workshop instructional team One member already knew the other
two members and had worked with them in other capatities, so there
was already a mutual respect attic( rapport at work Clear delineation of
roles and tasks alsohelped immensely in organizing the workshop
content and in handling the actual instruction Responsibilities were
clearly assigned and assumed witholst siltation In Ihe course of the

' actiolAistruction when prie staff me as leading the instruction
for oirdIrtion of Ihe,workshop, he clearly the leader and
authority dynng thdt segment Ma were made after staff
discussion but at the same time, France's Knderson assumedthe lead
on the protect

esRecause of the,content covered and the indtvicl jtalization needed,
the staff operthed most- effectively and efficiently -with a staff,

13
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participant ratio'of (int. to six On sever al occasions there was a
need for a fourth stall member and the espouse 61 one of the ,staff
volunteered, providing invaluable assistance

During the workshop the participants were assigned to.teamsso
that in each small group there was on rt tecicher along viith several
special education or classrown teach rs In this way, the participants
were able to assist one another ith unknown content and
immediately communication barn s began to disintegrate as these
small groups worked together on assigned tasks

Schedules ancl.Materials
It was important ,to have a well organized schedule so that every

time slot was planned The teachers appreciated having" prepared
handouts and instructional materials which they could take home In
this way the teachers did not 'have to take extensive notes on the
lectUre, discussion since they could refer to the handouts and make
additional pe.rsorial comments when they felttthese comments were
needed The rsght before the planned hands-on art activities, every
participant was given an instructional booklet Activities in An Wntten
by Jose Colchado This booklet was often cited as a valuable resource
It presented alp the activities that would be covered the next day in a
simple lomat with clear illustrations

In organizing the hands-on art activities it helped to have four
different stations and within each station, to provide more activities
than participants could complete This kept them involved and made -
provisionlor those who worked at a fasterpace Tire participants had
to make a choice and learn from one another by observing other

. processes being done The participants were divided into four groups
arid each group wits assigned a.stafl member The groups then
circulated through the art stations A stall person was assigned to each

.group to help with any problems and to,keep the group progressing
through each art station Quite often a participant wanted to spend the-
whole time on only one or two activities Such in-depth art
involvement was not the intention of the workshop Rather, the goa)*
was to provide the maximum art learning possible out of the many
different activities in the tree alloted At the close of the workshop day,
participants were asked to list any art activity that they did not
cymplete which they wanted to do A. repeat of these ac.tivities was
Armed during the follow-up workshop segment

Initially It was anticipated that providing the participants with an
option such as going to lunch or doing more hands-on art activities
could save some workshop time In reality it was best to schedule
specifically for hands-on ,,art activities and not provide otherOptions

14 ,
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Fma itwas helpt4l to allow for time slippage in theytibltshedh,
daily workshop schedule Ifa discussion required more time, that time
could be made Available Additionally it was very positive
psychologically to end the workshop` at least one-half hour earlier
than ongmally scheduled People seem to feel better A they can leave

4,11111e early esperzially after_giving up an entre Saturday for 4
worrs'EFraree breaks were an importeht aspect of each workshop
day-These breaks provided further ncialization opportunities and
resultechn improved commurucattn between the participnts

it
Evaluation

Evaluatign of the workshop sqgments,took several forms Outside
evaluators on the protect were Di. Gordon Hoke and Ms Shirley
Kessler of the Center for Instructional' Research and Curriculum.
Evaluation at the University of Ilhnois Dr Hoke and his staff were
helPful in providing a third- part' critical eye during the
development 61 the instructional malenals as well as an external
reality to interpreting the participants responses on several
evaluation forms Plans had mot 0%1 an on-site visitation 121.1:a Hoke,
but bad weather prevented this' thp-

Feedback information was obtained:irom pa rtimpantg at the close
of each; segment in terms of a short four-queghon open - ended form
The workshop staff made appropnate shifts in the workshopschedule
and in instructional content to accommoiate participants needs at
each site Thus 'the specific -schedule for the second workshop
segment changedirom site to sit according to the stated needsof the
participants .

Additionally, at' the dose of the second segment a longer
evaldatrion form was used to assess inftormahon obtemed during the
two and one-half days of ikorksht4.cuisiruction. This long form
included the same questtonsAs the pre ,workshop needs assessment
about knowledge of art process'es,v app rtess of these.art
processes to specific classroom curricula and kn wledge of special

'education terminology Participants respdhses on t e pre- andpost.
workshop questionnaires were.comptred A mean ore for each of
these three areas was c6inputed and these scores Zr rented in
Table

Y
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'TABLE II
Mean Scores of Participants' Reopens&
on Art for the Handicapped Workshop

Assessment of Knowledge of Special Education Terms and
Knowledge of Art Prdcesses and Value in Curriculum '

$

vie.. .

Speak! An
Workshop Sites ES Terms Processes Cumculure

1. Ms: Score 1621 ado Score 11i) (Mse Score 112X
Chicago .

c

,
Pre - Workshop

Instruction ,

Post-Workshop
Instruction

E St. Louis
Pre-Workshop

Instruction,
Post-Workshop

Instruction

Springfield'
Pre-Workshop

Instruction
Post-Workshop

Instruction

Poems
Pre-Workshop

instruction
Post-Workshops

Instruction

- '96 60 61 20 61 40
'

. 136 12 99 62 80 75

83 52 43 66 58 85

95 64 76 14 ' 68 00

102 03 63 66 64 73

121 82 100 17 86 24

fr

90 56 ' 55 70 62 90

120 61 96 38 83 69
1t

. 4 . - , %

A perusal ej these mean scores Abdicates that there were increases in

each area and at each site a

Participants tre also asked to write anonymous comments
regarding- their, workshop exiience The comments generally
indicated a high levelol satisfaction and a feeling of accomplishment
Some Blade swggestionk for ImprovinNhe workshop Followtrig are
some examples of comments ,

1 I- het.43 never been invdlved in e More interesting or
satislying course (4 Chicago area Art teacher)

16



2 "I felt the section where we shared our held assignments was
mat bprieficial We learned many more interesting ideas
(A Chicago area Special Education teacher)

3 Twenty to thirty minutes is ample time for a lecture More
time is needed for doing projects (An E St Lows Special
Education teacher)

4. Actually doing a project gives you a much better idea of
whether or not your student could do it It also gives you the
knowledge necessary to teach it and incentive to do so (A
Peoria area Special Education teacher of the Educable
Mentally Handicapped)

S Many of the handouts were excellent and I.could probably
use them if and when I have to go* an in-service or attend
one for my teaching area (A Chicago area Special
Education teacher of the Educable Mentally Handicapped)

6 I especially liked the special erminology section As an art
teacher many ?I:these were strange (A Springheld area Art
teacher)

7 The art teachers were very helpful in solving how-to
problems (A Peoria area SpecialEducation'teacher of the
Educable Mentally Handicapped)

8 No bands-on dunng lunch (A Sibrincifield Special
Education teacher).

9 I learn most by interaction and discussion with my
-

colleagues Get great ideasshare joysglad to know
others have same kinds of problems I do (A Peoria area
Special Education.teacher of the Leprning Disabled)

10 I'm taking Art' for the Handicapped at (name deleted)
Universt_tsand_a_a_day.las_comeregilnOle_
than the entire quarter' However, the (name deleted)
University course is worth 3 hours credit and y.ours IS worth a
great deal more (An E St Louis AO teacher)

11 e workshop was supercalairagelishcexpialidoshioilsi
(An St Louis Elernentotry Education teacher)

T'2 "I have enjoyed being here (even with all the snow) and have
felt the information has been invaluable for working with
-special children (A Peoria area Special Education teacher
of the Learning 'Disabled and Educate Mentally
Handicapped)

13 I had some doubts about the use of art in relation to reading
handicaps I em now quite excited and want to,try a few
things' (A Reading teacher)

14 I felt the workshop was excellent, it is much More motivating
to teach with art rattier than do straight drill works; (A



a

, a

Springheld'area teacher of the Learning Disabled,`Behavior
Disordered)

15 ' . . . (I was able) to learn how arfiictivIties can support my
curriculum, reinforce it (A Special Education teacher of the
Learning Disabled /Behavior Thsordered)

16 I thoroughly enjoyed this workshop I am more motivated to
do more art activities now I have a better idea of some easy
to-do projects that my students could handle ffi Springfield
Special Education teacher of the Orthopedically
Handicapped and Educable Mentally Retarded)

. 17 I thoroughly enjoyed the workihop and being involved in
the classroom protect and so did my class (A Peoria area
Elementary Education teacher)

18 The adaptations of art activities really helped to focus better
on the handicapping conditions the slides made it much
.edsier to visualize these helpful suggestions, than just
reading about them (A Springfield area Bilingual teacher)

20 Its been a go& experience I ye learned many things that I
can take Mick to my Classroom and use and it's been fun "(A
Peoria area, Special Education teacher of the Learning
Disabled) A

21 1 did not like all the paperwork in registering (A Springfield
area Art teacher)

22 It all jelled together to form a mot satisfactory experience It .

was most helpful to meet and discuss issues with special
education teachers (A Springfield area Art teacher)

23 I encored the workshopI feel like I am coming away with
more confidence in my ability to teach art (A Chicago area
Special Education teacher of the Trainable Mentally
Han icapge:dr

24 Most useful were the art protects, discussions with other
teachers and the handoutsespecially the bibliographyto
know where to go for help (A Springfield area Art teacher)

25 Thoroughly enjoyed the class and have a lot of new ideas
and* nevirappreciation of the handicapped person (A

Peoria area Art teacher) k.... 1

'-.._..1
An evaluation statement by ihe outside evaluators follows this report
The reader is referred to this statement and to the introduction of this
report both of which were written by Gordon Hoke of CIRCE
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Summary of Key Ingredients in a Successful Training
: Model:

.1t

:
In summary; the following five points seem to have been crucial

to.the uniqueness and success of the training model

t'
Wistkshop instruction was based on data collection from
identified participants

2 Wdrkshop instruction took place in the held at different
geographic locations

3 Workshop instruction had a built-in field testing component
which facilitated implementation of content and skills
acquired during the first instructional workshop segment
Participants not only were encouraged to field test ways of
integrating art and other academic learningthey reported
on this held test both in verbal and in written form
Additionally since participants were all enrolled in a
graduate course as a part of the workshop, they had added
incentive to held test and to report on their results

4. Workshop instruction had a built-in 'follow-up component
The workshop model provided a three- to four-week period
for implementation and then additional instruction was
given

5 The workshop staff not only was wilting to face the
consequences of an assigned implimentation, thera srni
considered the implementation an integral part of the
workshop concept The staff planned to be accountable for
problems which participants might have in attempting a field
test of material

.4

Nvte Additional 1-ilormahon about this pro,ect may be found in the Art For
The Handicapped Grant Final Report BEN Grant Number G007801463,
Project Number 451AF180660 July 28 1979
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SAMPLE SCHEDULE

Art for the' Handicapped Workshop
First Segment i

Friday Evening
5:30.6:00

Enrollment, Registration, Small Group Assignments, Introduction
To introduce staff members and participants to eacht other
To familianze the participants with the schedule and activities for.the
evening

6:00.6:30
Small Group Activity
To enable the participants to become better acquainted and to form
cohesive groups
To enable the participants to experience one kind of art activity that
requires little time; few materials and much creativity

Given newspapers and masking tape, the participants will
construct a newspaper sculpture

4

4

11.
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6:30.7:30
Art and Academics
To demonstrate ways in which art tan facilitate !earnings in math and
reading

A slide lecture showing art as a learkrig facilitator and _

motivator in the academic areas Qt math and reading will-
give the participants information and ideas on correlating
these areas During the hands-on expenenceon Saturday,
the participants will demonstrate their skills in correlating
these areas

7-30.7.45
Coffee Break

7:45.8:45
Handicapping Conditions. Characteristics and Educational
Impiicationd
To, familiarize the participants with three high incidence
handicaaing conditions

After viewing a live -minute 'segment of videotape, ;the,
participants will list five charactenshcs of that handicapping
condition The participants will compare their list with one
prepared by the instructor After viewing a second five-
Minute segthent 'of videotape of the same children, the
participants will list three educational implicahons of their
handicapping COndition The participants will compare tlieir
list with one prepared by the instructor

8:45.9.30
Preview of Saturday

Saturday
8c30.8:45

Introduction
To famihanze the participants with the schedule and the activities for
the day

8.45.9:45
Art and Academic;
Tp demonstrate ways in which art can facilitate learnings in science
and social studies

A slide lecture showing( art as a learning faotta&- aa,c1
motivator in the academic area oiscience and social studies

21
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will give the participants inf6rmation and ideas on
correlating these areas During the hands-on experience the
participants will demonstrate their skills in correlating these
areas

9:45.10:30
. 41i

Special Education Terminology
To facilitate Communication among participants and to familiarize
participants with 15 pectal education terms

Gwent a worksheet on special education terms and
definitions, the participants, in small groups, will match
words to the correct definitions The groups will discuss eacli
word and definition and add to the inform'ation given onthe
handout

e 10:30-11545
, Coffee Break

10:451:15
Haqclaon Experiences
To provide the pirticipants with a variety of art experiences and an
opportunity to relate these art experiences to academic learning

Given a variety of art materials and bookie directions, the

22
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paltli_ipants will L.,,-.mplete several art activities and writy
snort paragraph relating each activity to an academic
.rearningiri reading' math, selence and social studies

1:15.2.15
Lunch

2 i5.3-30

V

Reports on HAndson Experiences
Atter L,mpleticig the hands-on experiences and after writing the

. [,,aragraph relating ttie art activities to academic learning the
pdek kpdiri rs- 0 thi. , Uri iene in smali groups and share their experiences
and ideas )ri. orreiatvon ,40 minutesi.Each group will choose one
represeroatife'art activity and learning from each academic area to
present t , the entito clays during the final 35 minutes of the peKiod

a 0.30.4:3
Adaptations

,

tdrrult Irizt, the kotik,ipritswith various adaptations that can be
r1W) 1s t' with handicapping conditions to participate
tully in art exp.rzenr'es.

Tlr participants will demonstrate their swills in adapting
iL.tivit.e., and materials for children with handicappin,g
,,ndl,tiods during their }field assignment

23
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4:30.5.00
Field Assignrnint
To explain to the participants their field assignment and to give them
an opportunity to begin to tom ulate strategies fur implementing their
assignments,

. 5.00-5:30
Evaluakos

SAMPLE SCHEDULE

Art for the Handicapped workshop
Second Segment

Saturday
9:09.9:15

Introduction ti
To familiarize the participants with the schedule and activities far the
day

911d-10:45
Low Incidence Hanc"--Qppkny. Cenditaont Charactinsiics and
Educational Implications '
To familiarize the participants with three lvw incidence handicapping
conditions

After viewing a five-minute segment of videotape, the
participants will list five characte,nstics of that handicapping
condition The participants wilKompare their list with one
prepared by the instructor After viewing a second five-.

minute segment of videotape of the same children, the
participants will list three educational implications of their
handicapping condition The participants will compare their
list with one prepared by the instructor

10:45-11:00
Coffee Break

1

11:00.12445
Field Reports
To enable the parti_ppants to learn from the experiences of others as
they share their feld afsignment activities and results

k.
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4 le .
The participants, in small groups, will relate to each other the
results of their field assignments giving the follOwing
Information.

1 descnption of the art learning situation
2 how it iacilitated a concept learning
3 the handicapped child(ren) in the group

adaptations that were made
. 5 the outcome(s)

Each$mall group wilNlecide wthch Weld assignment should
be presented to the group as a whole

I



RetiOnSe. 4'
The instructors will respond to theoutcomes of the held assignmentg

12:45.2400
Lana

2:09:2:30

2.30-4:00 rn)

Case Studies
To .afford the pakcipants an opportunity to discuss common
maladaphve in drt learning situations and to provide the

"participants with a ,variety .of Strategies for managing and /or
changing these behaviors,

. Given a list of problem situations that might occur in an art
learning expenence, the participants...JR small groups, will
discuss each situation and deterriime one or more ways to

--tTlieviate that situation Convening again into one large
each small group will describe the management

techoigues they would advocate for particular behaviors.

. 4:00-5:00
Evaluation and Graduation
Each participant will complete an evaluation form, give it to a staff
member and receive an "award"

0
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A Sampler of
$elected Field Assignments

The following field assignment reports were prepared by participants
in the Art kit "the Handicapped Workshop Series It has been very
difficult to make the final seilectiont of those reports to be included in

illthis publication The edrioss regret at it was not ftwible to include all
the reports written by the pbticipa is Therefore an attempt was made
to provide a cross-section of reports from participants in each site and
a cross section of results 4n terms of an integrated art and academic
learning approach with a wide age range of students who have a
vonety.of handicapping conditions For legal reasons, all the authors
of the following reports have deliberately changed the names of ;II the
children about whom they.. have written

, . .
Although the workshop series was geared to teachers at the
elementary level, whtn space permitted, enrollmentswas opened to
teachers at tlwinterittediate and secondary levels Thus he reader
will encounter reports from teachers at these levels as well The editors

la were overwhelmed by the positive results of the pgrticipants reports
on -their field assignments We are certain that the reader, upon
completion, will ehare our enthusiasm. --)

. Frances E Anderson and Pat Main*, Edify
'

I.

,
4

. 4
'
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AN ART ACTIVITY
WITH AND FOR THE TRAINABLE STUDENT

Linda J. Morrison iO
Teaching Area: Art Including the Trainable

Mentally Handicapped

This report ts a witness to the creative abilities of the young trainable
mentally handicapped child The art teacher describes an enhre
class s reachon§ to this art project involving a sensitive blend,of
academic concepts ishape recognition, basic facial parts) and
creative, problem-solving in the construction of clown faces

As an art teacher in Springfield, Illinois, I work with a wide variety
of children as do alljhe art.teachers I have taught not only normal'
students, but I have also worked with children who are deal hearing
impaired, behaviorally disordered, multiply handicapped, educable
mentally handicapped and trainable mentally handicapped I have
chosen trainable mentally handicapped children foe my report for two
reasons First I have such a large number of these students (a whole
school) and second/I want to dispel' the unfortunate ideas people
have about these children In my readings about rerded children, I
found this gugte that I feel speaks to this problem very well It is taken
from an interview with Dr Richard Koch, Director of the Los Angeles
Regional Center for Mentally Retarded

If only we could get across to people that the retarded are
more normal than abnormal, and that they have feelings of
love and hate and joy just like normal people A retarded
person simply thinks more slowly than a normal person
The cfroup of children I have chosen for this report is from Douglas

School in Springfield Douglas is a school devoted entirely to the
trpinable menially handicapped child The students ages range from
five to twenty one years The art periods are one-hall hour, and I ti a vel
from room to room viith my materials When I get to the room, the
students are all ready for art This helps eliminate the settling-down
minutes that occur when children change rooms, so more of the art
period can be used for art itself

lust as art is very important for the normal child art is also very
important for the retarded child and maybe even more so In working
with these children I try to do lessons whial mtelate very much to the

28
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child and to what the child experiences Gross and fine motor skills

mare also important and are stressed in most lessons Lessons which
focus on-a particular sense are i(ery ,uccessful and these sometimes
stimulate another sense But most of ell I want the students to be able to
experiment with various and technieques and to feel good about their
work These positive aft experiences are ariincentive for them to
repeat an activity or to try' new ones .

For this report I have chosen the youngest group of students They
ate five to eight years old, and their mental age is two and onehalf to
four years old There are nine %tudentsfin the class one was absent on
the day we did the lesson) For tlws group, I try to keep the instructions
simple These simple directions always permit room for some creative
branching out by the students - 1

r
1111fr

CREAVIA-CLOWN ----sv-,
The materirs used in this protect were

la' x 24' white paper (preout in oval shapes)
scissors
glue ,(small bottles)
tape 4

.
corrugated paper, various colors
styrofoam pieces.
yarn
paper scraps
tissue paper
cloth t ,

, ..
straws
burlap 0

any scraps avairable

SF

. .,

To start the lesson r }field up the oval shapeand,asked what it we's
The class had workd son,shapes previously, and they soon decided
that atfirtt irlooked lik4 circle Alter closer inspection, they decided
that it was gin oval P was the first one to dome up with the name (With
this initial step,"I.re inforced_shape recognition; We then talked about
things that we knew that were 's'haped like an oval Eggs, footballs,
faces and Easter eggs, were named I told them that they had guessed
correctly we were going fo make a face' I thentolct them it was going
to be a very special face, a clown

Next,we talked about if and when they had been a clown, and
what clowns looked like'l asked what clowns dicizind someone said
that they were silly We agreed the clowns made us laugh I stressed
that tf we made a goodiclown, vnierwould know it it people laughed at
our pictures I felt it was very Impbrtarit to mention this point because it
usually causes hard feelings vken art pictures are laughed at I even

.

A
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stressed that a mistake could become a part of the picture because
son)etimes downslide( lines in funny places on their laces K kneW the
reason that clown faces looked different paint We talked about what
kind of faces clowns have and how they used bright colors in their
costumes and eien on their faces It was then that I did a review on
parts of the face We all counted eyes and came up with two counted
noses` and :mouths one each and mentioned two ears also I

mentioned that there were oiler parts of a head and after some
thinking we decided hair chins and cheeks gualifitd too I stressed
that even though the clowns faces are funny, they have all the things
that each of our faces has We then talked about hpw their noses were
usually larger and the eyes and mouth were painted differently
Larger-size cut shapes are easier for these students to manipulate I

told them to remember that the oval I gave them was bigger than their
head whereupon we had to hold them up to our faces to compare') so
we had to make the things really big to fill up the space In working
with this class on cutting shapes before, I have noticed that some tend
to just snip off tiny pieces so I wanted to stress cutting large shapes

I then brought out my scrap box which is filled with odds and ends
that are left over from other projects I showed them what was in the
box and asked them to pick out one thing to .use for eyes The
differences in weights and textures interested them and was a help in
seeing how the materials were very different I went frornchild to child
and let them choose the first material I then passed out scissors
accompanied with a sydng reminder not to cut the oval When they
started cutting. trip eyes those that were cutting small shapes were
encouraged to try cuitinq larger ones I distributed the rest of the
materials in plies that two or three could share They could then start
on the rest of the.face After the Cutting, the arranging began P cut
corrugated paper eyes R saw thti.it and tried the corrugated paper for
his nose K took a straw and started stringing the styrofoam on it and
said it was teeth This impressed three others and they tried it, too, with
a few alterations

If a student was arranging the face in only a small portion of the
space I would encourage hinkor hei to uAe the whole paper W hen a
student would-get kx)ggct down a review of faces and facial parts

t would hel0 the child discover something else the down needed

The glue was then handed out to those that could use it
independentiro. nd ,vent around and helped those who had trouble
with gluing We then went back to making the other parts of the lace
thou ears glasses) When we finished our projects we hung them up
and laughed at our funny olo4ns The results were very pleasing The
students weie4very proud of their work and I was glad to see a wide
variety of faces on their clown

30
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This clown face was constructed by a five-year-old
trainable mentally handicapped girl The activity provid,
ed Opportunities to ,reinforce counting skills, facial
vocabulary shape recognition, and to teach the concept
of clown The art teacher added this.appropnite com-
ment Who else but a clown would have a green nose''r

' Through this lesson some very oalualale skills practice was done,
especially in review of shapes and parts of the face In the of eye-
hend coordination I felt the cutting, gluing and placing qt objects was
also good practice And P proved better than words could that
comparing their faces to a clown s works Like our bespectacled P. his
clown was omplete with glasses And S. for a change, showed real in-
terse; /mg to cut while completing her clown. It is one of her best
effo to date I feel that it was a very successftlt lesson in that the
children both benefited'from it and.enioyed

Some other a 9tivlbegthathat I have seen done would be a good tit on
to the clown lesson Oncsops the idea of a flannel board with art

. .
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on it The various shapes to make the tSces were placed beside it The
children then arranged and rearranged the shapes to make different
Laces Painting faces with chalk would also be fun ,arourid
Halloween With this activity no one would have to buy a costuine and
the students ,older ones probably, would en,oy painting eac'h other
and seeing their ad work walk around

fipources
Mr Gene Huston teacher mary Trainable Mental' i Handicapped,

Douglas School
Art and the Handicapped Child Zaidee Lindsay, Van Nostrand

Reinhold Co New York 1972
Willowbrook, A Report On How It Is And Why It Doesn t Have To Be

That Way Giraldo Rivera Random House New York 1972 '

The Handicapped add The White House Conference The Century
Co New York 1933

Paint A Face -oth A Very Special Arts Festival Illinow State
University ormal 'Illinois 1978

Art tor the Hand pped WorKshop Pat McAnally Frances Anderson,
Jose Colch do Illinois State University 1979
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STRING AND WOOD PRINTING
Amy Civkaraishi,

reaching Area. Special Schwaben, Physicallyll-lihdicaPped

This report is a, good example of the adiunctive learning that can
occur when a child is highly motivated The visual evidence
graphically llustrates the control which the student gained through
his, successive aVempts at pnntmaking This printmaking activity as
descnbed here integrates art with reading, word recognition, Left -nght
prdgrelsion across the page eye-hand coordination and pre-
vocational skills (task compktf>41t rough reproduction of a model)

Ror the past six years I have been teaching physically, multiply
handicapped children An a special public school pr9gram which is a
cooperative with the school districts in Lake County Illinois Presently
the children An my class range from seven to eleven yers of age with
intellectual functioning ranging from readines,s to third grade Four of
the, children are cerebral palsied' three of which are 'severely
physically impaired (non-ambulatory) but academically working at
grade level The other cerebral palsied child is moderately impaired
with some leorning problems and a heanng impairment One child is
micrr:oephahc and also has ntpcturnal seizures Another child in my
room has a degenerative disgrder

. Z is one child in my class who is a special concern of mine. He is
an eleven year-old boy originally presented into ourprogram with the

*dia3nosis of failure to thrive and developmeTital delay which
includes such characteristics as speech and languSge deficits k he is
functioning at a by OSA year level), tactivdefensiveness, social and

motional d icultres in dealing with himself in a group, moderate
ardation working at kindergarten through first-grade level/ and

ge ral muscle weakness
Z recer)tly received psychological testing. the results showed that

he was fuzicttontrtg at a low educable mentally handicapped level
Since he is eleven fears old, the team decided that parts of his
curriculum should be pre vocationally oriented Since he needs
much reinforcement in his academics and ill his visual attention to
tasks. the goats are broken into two general areas

Academic
a reinforcing recognition of color words (red, orange,

yellowAreenl from his reading series in a meaningful
wayS

S.
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b reinforcing good visual attention (hand-eye ccordina
ton and visual attention in a group)

c reinforcing left to nght e movements across the paper
at a gross level for senso input for reading

Pre.vocanonal
a completing tasks vnth little adult supervision
b copying a given model

PROCESS To eliminate the excessive visual stimuli and the
frustration of competition of a group, the following activity was dine in

, the mo rning by Z alone
Preparation:

1% Piece- s of *, yellow, orange and g reen string were pre-c
and placed on a cleared table The stncg was precut du- to
z s tendency to perseverate On the table there was also a ro
of masking tape and a model consisting of a wood block
wrapped with the string

2 Four scraps of -wood with sanded edges were placed in a
paper bag (to reduce visual stimuli) The edges were sanded
so he-could take his finger and trace the edges for tactile
sensory input to femilianze him with the whole block and
visually attend to his movements One of his color words.was
,pnnted on each block, where the first letter of each word was
underlined with a green line to serve as a visual cue to start

Activity:
' Z took one block out 01 the paper bag He traced the edges of the
block, pointed to the color word and read the word Then he was asked
what he thought he should do

Group activity Since most of the children are very physically
involved, we used small pans with raised edges to avoid excess
scrtibbing of the blocks of wood in the paint

1 We did not have pnnter's ink so we used a small amount of
tempera and liquid detergent The colored string also
corresponded to the paint we used and provided visual cues

1, to keep the colors separate and to promote group sharing
2 I demonstrated the process of pressing the block (not

scrubbing it in the paint) using a flat hand The use of a flat
hand is recommended by physical and occupation-al
therapy programs

3 The children were given large sheets Of newspnnt (18" x 24")
and allowed to experiment with the media To incorporate
one objective from our social work group, the children were
encouraged to shaire the paint and to take turns using the

fferent colprs
five minutes the children were asked to choose two
to make rows across their paper
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5 Finally we discussed what color would come next in any
sequential patterns which might occur

Reiults:
I told Z pnpr to the lesson what we would be &mg (because his

auditory r9emory is his strongest area of learning) La Iso hoped that
this wocld enable hiln. to participate in the group more

Individual Work
Z read the color words from the blocks with no difficulty and

immediately proceeded to wrap the corresponding colored stung
around the wood When asked why he chose that color of stnrkg, Z said
that was what the word told him to do Initially he kat wound the stung
like a thread on'a spool but then examined the sample and unwound
his work t was much effort for Z to wind the string so that he covered
each sid6 at least once because he twisted his hands and arms, not
realizing that he could rotate the block of wood to achieve, the same

t resu an expenmenhAg more with each block and on the last
on he was rotating the block With little difficulty

He had some difficulty taping the loose end of string to the blocks
When he linishecl he lust stuck the tape in ti-;'e middle of the wpod with
no regard for the loose end Shortly afterwards he complained that the
string was coming off When asked what we could do to make it stay,
he remedied the 'situation with another piece of tape

Group Work.
Z wanted to get the paint ready. forithe ciciss but had difficulty

since the color words printed on the ternPqra bo1les were all fri capital
letters and he has only read thetn in lower casejetters Although he
can recognize all letters k.)1 the alphabet, there was notransfer. of skills
He unscrewed the tops of the paints to find the four colors that we
would be using After I poured a small amount of paint and added the
detergent into the pans, one of the children asked why we were only
using a little paint and detergent As I explained, I noted that Z was
staring at the ceiling and playing with the tape on his wood block
During tile initial experimenting time, Z did nit cross rnidiline Since
the paper was perhaps too large a space for him,' cut tile Paper in half
Z wanted me 'to ask another child to change colors witli him
reassured him that he was apable of doing it himself He prbeeeded
to ask one of the more acc9rnmodating children in the client° make
the exchange, which wq's done with no difficulty He was then
erico. graggid to fill the paper with a pattern which resulted in #1 Z left
the igrou,pcomplaining of a,headache and asked to do it the next day
for his individual seatwork

The nkext ddy Z asked to start on the printing He said that he would
get everyilhing ready

35 .
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Results:
1 Z read all' the color words correctly from the tempera bottles

4 without any aids
2 He prepared the paint and deteigent mixture as I had, even

though he did not seem to be paying attention
3 Given paper with a green go line drawn °xi the left and the

red Stop line drawn on the right, he kept in rows and on the
next sheet he began to exp-enment with color

4 Finally he copied a pattern changing planes from the model..
A 11 the vertical' plane, tohis gaper, one horizontal planewiRN.
no assistance or supervision
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These prints were made by an eleven year old boy who is enrolled in class ror
physically handicapped stucleisks: This print-making activity integrated art
with reading readiness and prevocational skills The punts show the boy s
progress in gaining c.ontrol ot his motor activity and his understanding of
alternating patterns

, Resources.

Arts for the Handicapped Workshop, Illinois State University, 1978-
79

Ayres, A learn, Ph ELSenso.r7 IntegratIon and Learnmg Disorders, Los,
Angeles Western Psychological Servicesj974

Litwin, Barbara, Principal /Supervisor of the Physically/ Multiply
Handicapped Program-of Lake County.

Mills, Dyann, `Occupational Therapist Registered, Physically/
% Multiply Handicapped Program of Lake County

Shiraga, Suon, ,Occurational Therapist Registered, Physically/
Multiply Handicapped Program of Lake County

Witihoff, Carol, Social Worker, Physically/Multiply Handicapped
Program of Lake County

Yepsen, Deborah. Speech and Language Clinician, Physically/
Multiply Handicapped Program of Lake County
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ART AND THE SPECIAL CHILD
Martha A. Kichinko

Teaching Area: Elementary Art Including
' the Blind and Visually Impaired

In this report, the elementary art teacher adapted one of the Art for the

Handicapped Workshop activities for use with upper primaryvisually

impaired students In this instance each student was given the same

number of prepared cardboard shapes, thus eliminating the need to

use scissors (Anderson, 1978) and still providing the maximum
freedom for each student to construct his/her own unique sculpture
Later in the report, suggestions are made for ways of integrating the art

activity with reading readiness and matheittics activities

,

f
I have always believed that art has its extrinsic as well as its

intrinsic values and that it is the task of education to develop the total

child It has been with great interest and enthusiasm that I have seen

the recent developing emphasis on using the arts inequal partnership
with what has been traditionally thought of as the "basics" in the

schott:=rnculum
I teach art in a large, urban elemenktry school which houses

kindergarten students and students in.grades two through six There

are also several classifications of special education students housed in
the building behaviorally disordered, special needs pre-school and
blind and visiuAlly impaired students The -principal, classroom

teachers, specialists and support staff are cooperative, enthusiastic

and child-centered in their approach'to education
Because I teach each class and thereforeeach child only once a

week my expehmental art ',activity had to be more limited than if I had

daily contact with the children involved Because of other pressing
commitments, 1 enlisted the help of the impaired vision specialist in

carrying out the art activity
The students involved in this art activity were three boys

X is a biindlourth grader, age nine, who hai'been mainstreamed

since he was in the first grade although he has attended art classes for

only two years In the A room it is necessary for an aidelpbe with him,

or 'he does the activity in the vision resource room He.has no
academic problems, but he has poor gross and fine rriptor control My
specific goals i this. art activity for X were to develop tactile-
kinesthetic awareness fine-motor control, form discrimination and

size discrimination ' -.
. ..
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Y is a nine-year-old fourth-g'rade visually impaired student who
has been mainstreamed since first grade He has no specific school
Froblems other than a sometimes faltering self-image and sometimes
recurnntfstoalization problems My specific art goals for Y in this

,activity were to develop eye-ha'nd coordination, fine-motor control
size discnmination, form discrimination and awareness of parts to
whale relationships

40.

Z is a twelve-year-old special student who, for lack of proper
placement elsewhere in the district, is assigned to the vision resource
room one-half day and learning dasabilities room the other half day
Up until this-year Z has.been in either EMH or TMH classes He was
described to me as having minimal creative abilities and having had
little opportunity for creative activities Because of his unique
placement, he does not atte d art classes --.My goals for Z in this art
activity were to encourage to develop a creative approach to the
activity and to develop h ability to follow directions and to
concentrate

The art activity that Q chose was geometric shape slotted
card rd sculpture, similas the'activity presented at the Art for the
Hands apped Workshop Each student was given twenty-five slotted
pieces f corrugated cardboard five rectangles, five triangles, five
squares, ive lar_ge,Fircles,_ and five_small_circles Directions given
were rpm al, only-how to connect the shapes using the slots and the
suggeshon that it would be a good idea to decide in advance if the
finished sculpture was to be tall (vertical) or long (horizontal)

Unfortunately, 1 could not be present while the students were
involved in this activity but both the specialist in education of visually
impaired students and the aide kept note rid reported these results
to me

At first X (the blind nine year-old boy). had difficulty in finding the
slots and attaching one shape to. another After that problem was
p%ier.come, he approached the activity with interest and stayed with
the process.approximatel y forty minutes until he was satisfied with the
results He named his sculptures Pluto MIStE. and Marshal_ Car'
his spelling') I think he was especially enthusiastic because this was

a synt esizing process and most of ins previous experiences with
sculpt re have been of the modeling type

Y the nine year old visually impaired boy) had a little trouble with
balancing his sculpture but stayed with it and was proud of his results
which he titled The Wind Machine He was obviously pleased with .
hiniself and with his accomplishruiat

g (the twelve year old non.categoncal student) had difficulty in
understanding the directions 'w hic h.. were given orally and.therefore
only observed X grid Y for the first tew minutes After observing, he
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figured out what to do and Joined the activity He stayed with this
activity for thirty five-to forty minutes, the maximum amount of time he
had spent on any one task this school year

These three boy senioyed telling me about their sculptures when I
was tree to go to check with them They asked that I pran more it
ac ties for them

inlrie comment that the blind-child made was that only Z could
really' see the sculptures This was made in a matter-of-fact manner

/ .and slot with anYlament
Y said that he-really wasp t worried about his sculpture falling

'apart I the balance problem) because he could,start over.again This
implied more self-confidence than Y usually exhibits

1 wag-iold that it was unusttal for Z to shirk with the activity and see
h to completion The impaired vision specialist and her-aide

were irtipressed with the results of this activity and offered to carry out
any others that I might want to develop,.

I. -

Sy.

.
. . . ,

These siotteki ,..ardpoard, shape sculptures were made by lower left, a visually
impairZd nine year-old boy middle, a non categoncal twelve year -old boy,
and right, a nine year-old blind boy Each student was given the same number
wl pie-slotted shap..,s and encouraged to produce individual sculptural
statements Tioviri activity ,...an be integrated into reading readiness lessons
(shape
. *

ri...cc.gnitionY'and mtthematical activities .
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. Many modifications which would make the activity relate closely
to math concepts seem possible For the teaching of tractions the
visually unpaired student could be asked to sort the shapes andfigure
the proportion of each to the total number of shapes It would be
possible to see how many varieties of sets could be made with the
shapes intolved If only different sizes of the same shape were used,

. the student could be asked to arrange the sizes !ECM smallest to largest
Jor vice-versa/ and to use them cuti the sculpture in that order
. I am indebted to Alice Miller impaired vision specialist for her

help in thin expenment

rb
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VOCATIONAL EDUCATION ART PROJECT
Greg Ammann

Teaching Area: Business Education Including
the Learning Disabled/Behaviorally Disordered

elf

This report was written by Mr Greg Amu-am1, a business education
teacher of secondary students at the jlliniis Soldiers and Sailors
Children s School SS CS/ Although Mr Amma,nn was not a teacher
of primary or intermediate special education studenmi he was
included in the workshop ,Occasionally, in other sites, there was
interest on the cart of prospective participants who were teachilig at
the intermediate or secondary level When we hatl space in our
workshops we opened up the enrollment to include these teachers )

As we discussed the held -assignment with teachers at the workshop
site, Mr Ammann initially was doubtful about being able to plan an art
activity which could appeal to his secondary students and which
would relate to his teaching area of business education After
discussion with the art staff at the workshop, it was suggested that Mr
Ammann ?night plan a poster activity centered around V atonal
Ectucatiftr,i Week The results were indeed amazing Mr mmann
i7rpordted several of the workshop art activities his poster
protect Additionally the student w hose work he discus ecl was willing
to cortie and personally explain her work to the workshop r)drficipants
during the second segment Unfortunately. Rita, Mr Ammanrts
student, could not providg this face to face explanation due to other
cottage commitments

I am the business teacher at the Illinois Soldiers' and Sailors'
Children s School kISSCS), Normal, Illinois I work with learning
disabled and behaviorally disordered children twelve t4 eighteen
years of age ISSCS is a residential treatment center under the
supervision of the Department of Children ancil Family Services and
operates under a positive peer culture program

Student Background
For this protect I chose to center.my attention on Rita Rita has

been at .ISSCS since November 20. 1978 v.

Reason for Referral 1
Rita s stated goal iS independent living At the present time she

does not possess the skills or motivation to succeed
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Rita was feeling sorry for herself becauie she was unable to
succeed in independent living She had no suitable place to kve rio
Job or possibility of finding one and no source of income or emotional
support She dropped out of school and could not return until the
secpnd semester

Rita is a person with a low self - concept. She has problems
communicating with unfamiliar people and often prefers to give up on
a situation rather than try to change it After several rnsuc.cessful
placements Rita was referred to Ma
Progress Report2

Rita is seen as a potential positive leader in her group, at times
confronting others in a posA ve way and at other times becoming
easily aggravated, tending to handleproblerns by yelling and hitting
Rita will withdraw from the group when upset rather than talk about
her feelings She shows difficulty in expressing herself verbally

Rita is at the fifth- sixth-grade instruchonallevel, although she-was
enrolled in ihe.eleverah grade before dropping out of school She is
very sensitive about this and finds it difficult ro accept help in school
from group ?nembers that are younger than she is ;

Rita has the following problems assigned she is inconsiderate of
nerseli and otheis, she resists authority, she is easily aggravated and
she has a low self-image

Statemerxt.of Goals
The following objectives were ,lo be achie eld as a result of this art
project

A The student will 4eyelop better ocializatitan-cooperation
skills as evidenced by voluntarily working in a small group
on the art iroLect

B The student wal,c4,11i& through with,/h hip rt project
gathering and assmblgig nkatertetl working in the
small grout and y4 tive:4 (irrel to peers.

C The student will ~enha ,e her self- age by voluntarily
giving- an oral report lit f t pf her peers

D . The student will ppttletier understanding of cashier
skills in evidence l y trier, ora report in which shy, will

,expliiin, her' groupsfatt: prbject
The art project was set tip for a h 15en od of one wee k. The

assignment was to create posters hic would be used to promote
Vocational Education \Nrekburii-ig this week, which is set aside at the
end of each school yer4.'114e students have experiences in ,the
following areas. gardenirig, landscaping, Canteen, carpentry, cooking
and a held trip in which math. science skint are stressed The cottages
rotate day to day,into each area

Rita was in the group to make tb6canteen poster The people at
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the canteen work as either waiters, waitresses or behind the counter
The waiters, waitresses must take tke orders, total the bills, and collect
the script money The people behind the counter must double-check
the bill totals and amount of script money and give back the right
amount of change

For this art proiect, Rita a Oro up made a collage in which food and
money are shown Magazines were brought in and we also used tin
foil on poster board to make the collage The girls wrapped the foil
around a piece of poster board, dre)..; designs representing dollar
amounts with dull pencils and then colored them in 'with, magic
marker These designs were added to the collage To title their poster,
block pnnting was used The titles were engraved into sheets of
styrofoam and then rolled with ink and printed onto the posters

t 5ifficiilty was-encountered in the printing process Many did not
understand why the letters had to be done backwards Some required
only a verbal explanation Others engraved th' letters forward and
printed before it became obviotls

Rita worked well the first day although she isolated herself from
the other two girls in her group This day was spent collect ng pictures
and cutting them Some also started the tin foil designs

At the start of the second day Rita again started on her own,
beginning work on a piece of poster beard I suggested to her that she
should be with her other group members She agreed to Join the
others They began gluing their pictures and seemed to cooperate ,
well

The next day they finished their posters and were ready to title
their work They cut the styrofoarri to size and lettered the pieces using
a dull pencil One of Rita s,group members had had some experience
with block printing so this process went well for them There was a
problem when it came time for the actual printing to be done They did
not make a test print and their first attempt was on the poster itself The
print smeared and the letters were illegible Rita s first reaction was to
quit and throw it out The other two girls con vipced Rita that the poster
Could be repaired They covered the mistake with more pictures and
c--.4,t another piece of poster boaid to title This would then be attached
to their collage

V7hegan the next day with printing agairi This time each group
tested their prints first, learning from the mistake Rita s group had
made the previous day The posters were completed on this day

. I asked Rita if she-would like to give an in-class oral report about
tier group s poster and she agreed I asked her if she would be willing
to come into the workshop and talk about the posters She was a bit
skeptical I told her kt was completely volunte4 She agreed to do this

0 but I asked her again the next da y to assure trat she didn t feel she was
being forced She was a little nervous so I told her that it didn t have to
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be long just a minute or so, and that r would help her with it She
acireed, a nd. I made the arrangements to have her be present, barring
any difficulties

t

4

t

.

Canteen Poste," was made by Rita, a t age girl with learning
disabilities and behavior disorders w. cog at the 5th 6th grade
instructional level She used collage and printing skills to desigc a
poster to promote Vocational Education Week

.

Results
Objective A. The student will develop better socialization-
cooperation skills as evidenced by voluntanly working in a'smail
group on the art project

4,
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Met. Except for the first day, Rita worked with the group in "el
cooperative manner throughout the project

Ohmctive Bi The student will follow through with the entire art
projectgathenng and assembling matenals while working in the
small group, and will give an oral report to peers

Exceeded Rita did not give up on the poster' when the
pnnting mistake was made,, although this was her first
reaction. She was convinced'Ihat it could be repaired and

tinued-Inqiddition,Ftita_ibschedulPri to 51 VP the oral

' presentation in front of the workshop
Objective C. The student will enhance her self-image by voluntanly
giving an oral report in front of her peers.

Exceeded Rita is,scheduled to give the oral presentation in
front of the workshop, a group of adults with whom she is
totally unfamlhar A successful experience here should
greatly help to improve her self-concept.

017)ective The student, will develop a better understanding'of
cashier skills as evidenced by her oral report in which she will explicln

her group's art project
Met. In Rita s oral presentation she explained the operation of

the canteen. including the duties of both the waiters/
waitresses and the people behind the counter

ti

Referral report to ISSCS, Susan White, Social Worker I, Field
'ISSCS Progress Report to Susan White, Area Social Worker Feb

13 1979

Resources
Ms Liz Goering, Language Arts Teacher
Mrs Carol Leisch, Language.Arts Teacher
Mr Bud Jenkins, Math Teacher
Ma Debbie Aker'. Art Teacher
Ms Susan

_Aker'.
Area Social Worker

Ms Manan Sheehan, Student Social Worker
Professor Frances E Anderson. Workshop Coordinator
Assistant Professor Pat McAnallcc Workshop Coordinator
Mr Jose Colchado Workshop Instructional Staff
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SLIDEMAKIliaCONSUMER EDUCATION
AND ENGLISH:

Al INTEGRATED ART ACTIVITY
Conni Schlee"

Teaating Area-. Special Education,
Secondary Educable Mentally Handicapped

In this report the teacher describes two adaptations of basic slide-
making activities that she integrated with her Consumer Education

,and Znglish classes The classes reactions to the project underscore
the validity of this approach, which does not emphasize sophisticated
art skills but rather a maximum involvement in a process that has a
high chance of success. Some art educators might question this
approach However, the editors feel that it is essential to have high
involvement and to provide an art activity that is positively reinforcing
to the students Making slide lifts does provide tfus kind of tiigt-
involvement with a ,,low risk (and a minimal amopt of refined art
skills) The key in this kind of approach ls the way the teacher can
encourage students, once having learned the process, to go beyond
and to begin to combine venous images intoa more unique artistic
statement However, even with this initial art activity, many design
decisions must be made by the students

I have lways been interepd in taking additional educabon
courses beca it stimulates my interests and I do a more effective
Job in the class m. When I read the bulletin about this workshop, I
signed up beca e I thought I might getsome good ideas to motivate lry
my studerits I a; a bit disappointed when I was told it was geared
specifically for elementary teaches At this point I was not about to be,
discouraged, and continued the .workshop,hoping I could find some t
infoi:mation I could utilize at the high school level

I felt that nearly all the art activities to which we were exposed
were in some way adaptable to high school special education classes
I especially like the theme of gearing the art activities to correspond,
with teaching the basics. reading, science, math and social studies

The protect I chose to try with my classes was making slides from
magazines. ca talegues4nd newspapers We had been studying kinds.
of sentences questions, statements, commands and exclamations in
English class We began the process with the idea thaVhe students
could choose a picture, make a slide and then write "sentences to go
with the pictures anrdenbfy the sentences by types.
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The protect turned out to have many other positive aspects that
Just writing and identifying sentences The on Aspett with which I
was most pleased 4ffas motivation The students were really excited
about their slides. Interest truly ran high We made the slides during
fifty- minute periods tthree different classes) The following day the
students were very anxious to see the slides on the screen Many of

them did not turn out very well but-thestudents seemed really excitea.
'about them anyway, They were very proud of their ability to make
slides We did the project in three classes two English classes and a
Consumer Education class) and the students insisted on seeingall the

slides from all the classes
It was a great experience in following directions and sequencing

)lor the students One of the most frustrating tasks for Them was
separating the contact paper from its backing One of fp), classes has
some racial overtones which surface infrequently in verbal hos-.
blitzes but are generally there in feeling This activity was a good
experience in interstudent relations The students forgot race and
petty little, things they did not hike about each other One girl a loner in
ciiss with 'only one friend suddenly became useful-to eyaryone
because she was the only one who could quickly separate theFontact
paper from its backing For the first time everyone was interacting
positively with her If a student would get an especially good slide
made, the group would gather around that person and start asking
questions about exactly what that person did to get his; her slide to
turn out so well They were helping each other and laughing together
without discriminating about anything

The following day we viewed all the slides as a group and reacted
to each of them Then each person claimed his,' her slide The students
of the English classes went on to write sentences, stories or paragraphs
about their slides Some became creative and made up,stones and
others repeated experiences they had had No one would volunteer to
share his, her written work with the class I was allowed to read some
of the stories but-tivali441 not want me to read tnt.ir names However
when we started getting some positive feed-back about the stories,
they were interrupting with, 'Read mine next'

The Consumer Educatl'on class used the slides as a take-off for
writing ads We were studying (jowl advertising and questionable
advertising Somejehose Co make examples of good advertising while
others decided to show bad ones Again, everyone enjoyed the art
experience and was more interested in the academic tie in
experience because of it All wnting was budged, on an individual
basis according to theparticular student s capabilities

My room has two large tables so we were able to handle Iht
physical need for table space easily It took me a while to find where t
buy the clear contact paper and slide mounts I brought in my own
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iron and magazines from home I epJoyed the project as mach as my
etudents',

The stones and advertisements which the students wrote follow
They are reproduced exactly as they were written to retain the flavor of
each students expressive wnting Because it was not possible to
reproduce pictures pi all the slides which the students produced, a
brief verbal description precedes teach students story ;

A Picture of a Blue Jay
One day I went to a camp for five days with all my friends We had

lots of fun and good food We went summing and itiefing-..
Two cliiy betor it was over I saw a baby blue jay It was stuck in the

mud and had a broke aing and could not fly out of the mud .

I went down wherethe bird was I got it out of the mud and fixed it
and a friend of mine ga ve me her hat to use fora nest lthegaie it bread
and water

Then thb day Came when we had to levea camp and the blue jay
We told the camp manger about the baby bird He said that he will
takecare of it till it can fly We said, goodby, well be back to see you
next summer

Tile End

A Picture of &Gull
This .s about guns People uses guns to Rob Some uses thbm to

kill and hunt bununs are against the law. Some people carry guns for
protection, they use them practice at targets, guns are relly dangerous
some people without a permit' Some people steal them and sales
them

A Picture of Lucille Ball
Lkitille Ball is an nice oldlady and inner younger days she was a

pretty Little red head and she still is a redhead She is afore like a
Comedy Movie maker and she makes and made pretty funning
movies And I like all her showt

4
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A Picture of a Gulf
This gun was used in.a<eder The men used this gun to kill the

president they put the than in prison for 50 to 100,years But the man
brook out of prison 10 years later and a cop shot him and kill hill

A Picture of a Business Man
It look s like lae works irsa big office and he ate meading and his

boss talking about all the people not doing there work like they'
should and he s off in another world he might be thinking about the
,.-'nest game he hes to play with his boss tonict-,Yrid if his wife will have
dinner ready sv he eitillbeallfinish by the time he get there and have ,
some L.uffee & something to snack on so his worry sereover he won
the chest game and now he s happy

lithe End

A Pic d Woman and two Children
This a lady with two children and one of her boys'hav

diease cal!scari-ei le.er and she thing that he with suffeesone ki dot,
bean damage frc.an it and she dont no how to tell her husband about it
So she is going to wait until' she gets the resits from The test at the
hospital to tell her family and husband

Est

This slide lilt an6 theone on the next page were made by fourteen- "
through eighteen year old youngsters who are ettucably mental
ly handiLappmd Each .student was asked to make a slide. then
write a ctorr or advertisement to go with the slide

ac
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A Picture of Super Man
Hey Kids .

Wouldnt you like to be a strong as superman' Well now you can
with Supermans new new vitam pills Mothers super vitam pills carrys
all the vitam your ad will even eve need

. .

1
A Picturatof p Sun

I'm a symbol of summer .
I rise in theinoming and keep it hut outside I hope summer

hurnse and comes to you can go swimming and get to nde Bikes and
forgo on tnps to Leave spnngfierdlok a while

Resources\
Art for the Handicapped Workspop Seriess, 1978-79 Illinois State

University

5 1
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THE PROUD DINOSAUR
Linda McDohald . .

Teaching Area: Special Education, Intermediate
Edttoable Mentally Handicapped

Although task analysis Wreaking down instruction into its simplest
unit and then teaching thelchild hi a sequential step by step
approach) is .an often-utilized method in special education
classrooms art educatori may not be as familiar with the term or the
process In this report, task analysis was a very successful approach to
instructing an intermediate group of educable mentally handicapped
students in how to draw on aluminum foil This account also
demonitrates the powerful impetus 'a successful art expenence can
be to encourage verbalization and public speaking 1s

tr

In working with educable mentally handicapped sjgdents, I have
often found them to have poor self-esteem The poor self esteem often
breeds the anger and frustration that can lead to the disruptive
behavior that is so frequently associated with an educable mentally
handicapped student Therefore, I believe it to be essential to give
each student a successful and rewarding learning experience upon
which to build At is a most satisfying avenue through which to

`provide this successful learning expenenpe
Since I teach in a-self-contained classroom in a regular grade

school I need to have art projects which can be fairly easily
supervised and implemented Although my students range in age
from ten to thirteen, their mental abilities are approximately those of
typical live- to nine-year-olds It livery important that I do not Insult my
students by asking them todo baby work al the same time, I must not
add to their problems by asking them to do projects that are beyond
their abilities 1 have found that task analysis (breaking down an
Activity into the smallest steps) has been the key to assisting my
students in doing an art protect (of course task analysis works equally
well in many other areas) If the studeraare instructed in a very
structured and specific manner theyAio a much better job and are
usually -rely pleased with themselves and their protects

For example while teaching a science unit on reptiles, ',found
that my students were ndt gaining a great deal from thedtext alone sof
decided to incorporate an art project (the Art for the Handicapped
Field Assignment was a great incentivei My goals were to have each
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student show three major characteristics of a reptile in their drawings,
to dev6lop better fine motor coordination, to improve spelling, writing
and grammar skills, and to strengthen speech and language skills All
of these goals were met by twelve of my students,, and at least two were
met by the remaining four students

The art project that I used one that we did ar the Art for the
Handicapped Workshop It consisted of drawing a picture on
aluminum foil and then coloring the picture with permanent colored
markers The first thing I did was to review reptiles and the three
characteristics that I wanted the students to depict in their drawings,
which were scales, baRbone and lungs We discussed ways to show
these traits', i e, if a reptile was drawn in water, the child could draw its
head above the water to show that the reptile has to breathe cur with its
luno Secondly, I had each student draw the reptile of his, her choice
on a sheet of paper the same size his the foil that he, she would use
later -

Alter each student an4 I checked his/her drawing to see d
he, she. did include the three maJor characteristics, I did a step-by-

, step demonstration of how's the foil pictures were to be made The
students were then shown how to blunt the tips of their pencils so as
not to tear the foil Then I passed out the sheets of foil, and a student
passed out the pieces of smooth cardboard. The students were
instructed to place the cardboard in the center of the-sheet of foil and
were told to fold one side of the foil a time over the edge of the
cardboard I went.to each strident to &wok the foil and tape it down
Some students hod not pulled the fpil all the way to theNedge of the
cardboard. (I will avoid this the next time by giving more specific
directions and by checking after each fold is made.)

Before the students started drawing, each of them used their
blunted-pencils to make a line on my sample In, this way students
could test how hard to press their pencils into the foil-covered
cardboard If they ripp?eethe foil, they could practice drawing with
less pressure before they started on their own projects, Providing
practice time and a chance for trial-and-error learning a sometimes
overlooked in the acquisition of line motor skills The students then,
drew the reptiles onto the foil After we again checked Lobe certain the
three features k--Ji reptiles were being emphasized in each drawing, the
students colored their drii wings with permanent markers and, in some
cases, titled thee work.

The 'results of this project were most gratifying Not only did each
student hawe a piece of art of which he/she was very proud, but also.
academic progress was made There was not one torn piece of foil in
the entire group of drawings and every student could name three
major characteristics of a reptile The following day each student
(erne with much Ilssist ancel wrote a short report on his/her reptile
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,Afte'r a tribt.conterence with me about thei papers each of the
, studenis.oraillpl-esanted hiss her report lo t class Standing in front

of their peers ai2d speaking was somethin fiat some of the students
hqd never done succOssiully Having th r diSwings as a "prop"
seemed to give them the self-confidence n essary to -accomplish
.this

The &awing that I VI including as a vikual sanThie was done by
Hetisy, a thirteen-year-olci student who is partially sighted, reads atihe

Illtemv;level aria has a seriout speech and Language problem Henry ,
as very proud of his drawing and received a great deal of peer

.% approval as -a result of it _I believe that the'praise and his own pride
gav9.him the c,ourage to give his speech about his dinosaur Although
not all of the wordq were understood, everyone was amazed that

, Henry could put ko many words together at one time His closikig was,
Ntieriosaur has a very ta1,,1 backbone. He is ad. very proud dinosaur
Then Henry smied, tee'smile of attfery proud young man

-
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DREAMS, HOIJSES AND OFHER "MAKEABLES"
Sandra Elser Ciminero

Teaching Area Art Including the Primary Multiply Handicapped

As this repcIrt, unfolds the reader is given insight into the imaginat e
thought and the creative problem-solving that a group of chit n
with a variety of orthopedic and multiple handicaps produced This
creativity is manifested in the ways arttenals were used and in , e
ways house designs were modified for specific purposes The nchnAs
of the outcomes is a strung testimony to The high artistic intelligence
quotient this group of children possesses The teacher sown creative
approach, we are certain was itselfla catalyst for this class and is a
model worth emulating Innovative ways in which this house-,
constructing activity was integrated with social studies and language
arts are presented

sie and John are going to live on the first floor Amy and Jim
are going to live on the second floor Question Are these people you
know'?" 'Oh no the people are makeables'' The attitude of
makeables was an integral' part of the creative atmosphere that

prevailed as each child became motivated, captivated and niazed by
his/her own creative growth during the activity The activity'in which
they were involved was the creation of their own dream house

Whenever possible, an art project should become a; integral part
of the total expenen the child's world Education is at its best when
motivation beoemes se f initiated This pa?ticular,proiect and situation
provided such opportunities Integration took several forms The
industrial arts teackeiF tame onto fhe scene with the construction of
tie interior furniture He assisted An cutting wood scraps or adapting
them tq fit the certain purposes of each child This allover the houses
to be assembled 4ii a shorter time since art is gity 04% fifty-minute
period a week The homeroom teacher gave her full support to the

cos activity by incorporating the houses into class instruction in science,
social studies and English, which' will be mentioned in more detail
'Ater.

A problem that is frequent with young multiply-handicapped
children is the :space problem, Because jhey are confined to
whechair)or are inefficient in their movement through space, they
are nmetimes slow, to develop spatial relationships Therefore there
are two aspects to my ...oncerni, the integration approach into a total
educational experience and the development of the concept of space

tto
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which is built up through two different lessons The final results of both
lessons displayed the: use of sculptural pace

Originally, the students were introduced to wood .sculpture and
were pre'sented with the option of making representational or non
representational sculptureg through the manipulanin of wood
scraps What does this form suggest to you HoW can you make this

into something and or How could you put these' leces together to
look nice? At this time they learned to assemble individual pieces,
creating a whole new object and also learned to glue wood a ad to wait
for it to dry They had the option of decorating the sculptures by using
markers and, or gluing felt and beads to them One outcome a
wooden figure with crut1tbes ito depict a ildnclic.:api, was done by a yet
mobile boy with muscular dystrophy

The concept of the Dream House dealt wrVr the idea of a
functional sculptural space (or architectural space) I did not
particularly want tteir houses to conform to the house imacW' with
which they were familiar Rather, I encouraged the students to build a
structure that could encompass any element of invention that their
minds could produce

In the stimulation period, we discussed the possibility of Flaking a
sculpture in which to live thus the house was conceivaol as a
sculpture 1 had a fairly diverse collection of photographs de'icting
almost every kind of house kyr shelter) that exists houses on poles
labove ground or watj, igloos lighthouses, windmills, mud houses,
cave houses traditional and modern houses etc We pointed out the
unusual characteristics in these examples and before long the class
had developed some interesting ideas of how they wanted their
houses to look The students were to think of their houses
as their dream house

Each of my six students had a college volunteer to follow their
specifications and to aid them in areas in which manual skill was
involved that was beyond their capabilities All cutting of cardboard
was done by adults with a paper cutter or scrors but the cardboard
was first premarked by each child according tbhis, her specifications
Precut shingles and rug swatches were available along with floor
tiles, assorted wallpaper assorted tubes, felt scraps, cardboard tape,
glue, scissors markers paint brushes etc They had all sizes of boxes
from which to (.1-kee including round oatmeal boxes The houses
were assembled with glue and tape .11-1& volunteprc were helpful in

so...holding the cardbo;rd in place while it was being taped and in gluing
the inaccessible places Ori*e of my jobs was to provide the roving
exacto knife which cut open windows and doors that the children
drew on their houses They put a lot of thought ir)tk_,these elements
Cardboard strips were bent to form stairs Soon some of the comments
were I m going to put a windmill on my house Well I m going to
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put a 'iogkout nght here and you can see all the way through my
house

_ There was no element of copying present among the children
They became so involved and excited dunng the process that .ideas
flowed spontaneously ant did not have to be borrowed from each
other The houses showed great vanety Each housevwas built using
the boxes in different Ways and each house had different sizes and
shapes of windows atclors AbOut "half of the class included
shingles and stairs Pro s were solved with creative ingenuity
One such problem arose with theeduestion If there are ncfstairs how
does one get up and down The solution will be descnbed later

The following section will give the age and handicap of each
child along with d.ctesc,riphon oLtheir house and any problems they

tfa,-..ecl Finally, what each of them had to say about their house-will be
presented .

. Peter is a six year-old wit cerebral palsy He is hem iplegic on the
left side and has extreme vision problems His house has three levels
and an A-line roof One tall red and one tall while cl?irriney emerge
from the roof top Two other chirnneysoke through either side of the
shingled root and are positioned in different ways He included.a
windmill at one end of the ihouse at the top, and the bottom level
functiohs as his garage His main pritlem is that he must look closely
at everything he does When Peter shows you his furniture, he quickly
and excitedly flashes each piece in your face and exclaims, A rocker'
A counter' A slide' A clipboard' I glued them together' You love its
This is a slide and a curve over the end of the stairs for the pieople
When a visitor 4a me in, he exclaimed, See that three-layered house
li's I painted it' Blue, yellow, white, red' I made up my own ideas
I madthe windows and I even made a deck and a door to go out I
want to show 'you a problem A door opens out in the airs la second-
floor door) Maybe someone could parachute and fly down WherLhe
lands, the parachute lands.on top of his head 'I want to -make a
parachute How do you do it' Mrs C I have a great idea' Maybe we
could make a fence out there

Michael is six years old with cerebral palsy He is a mild spastic
quadnplegic with severe speech involvement Unusual charac-
tenstics of his house include two-long, tubes which poke out of
either side of the A line rod, vihich he explains are telescopes You
cein see the moon. His TV is drawn ori the ceiling so he can watch TV
in bed There is a king tube- extending the length of the roof tinside)
whi,. h is a secret 1tiukcut, an especogy beneficial addition since all oi
its buddies will live in thiehouse .Leth He has two large picture
windows and even added a hanging chandelier downstairs

Mary is seven years old with Cerebral palsy She is c nfined to a
wheel, hair with ,past,,. quadriplegia She explained at her house
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was for a f kh that presently lived at her grandfather s but that her fish
would probably live in the kitchen of this house Sheluded a
drawing on the wall which she explairked That s a picture on the wall
See, I wanted a picture on the TV screen so I could pretend I was
watching TV But I couldn t metal screen) so I made a wall painting
instead She also drew in detail on some of her furniture

Freddy is eight and one-half years old and has muscular
dystrophy-Duchenne Type His three-level house is attached to a
round oatmeal box and supported by a stick There is a doorway
between sections He chose to paint some of his furniture

David is a sax-year old with cerebral palsy Although he is a
spastic quadriplegic he is.abie to move slowly with crutches His
house is unusual because his second floor opens onto a different side N
from the first floor He, covered some of his furniture with felt He
explains, I put waiipaper up here so you don t have to roll into the wall
and go back to your bed This is a bench with a s'lic!ie Lii.v.1 it s alsosa

double stairs It s many things Although he painted his house red,
white and green he calls his house a white house

Jerry is nine years old and has mild cerebral palsy He has
quadnplegic, spasticity ,with associated speech defects and some
mental retardation His love of dogs probabll stems from a
responsibility paring for the family s pets and is reflected in much of
the art that he does Therefore his house was made for Mr and Mrs
Dog and their two kids Porky and Fritz They have to climb on top of
the mailbox 1-Jget the mail no stoma, They bump out the window to get
down They have to climb, the house to get up there His house is what
he calls a rainbow 1- mouser because he used multi-colored markers to
make lines sgaigglies rc les. squares and scribbles Included in the
design is a multi colored target on one side at the top of the house Has
two-story house is completely enclosed and accessible only through
four large irregular shaped wirtdows on the first floor and one large
window in the shingled roof which leads to the second floor One
window has a cardboard latch on it Another window has a wallpa'per
shade 0-Cits.de he included a wire ,basketball hoop attached to a
wooden stink on the wall Jerry likes to hurry through everything, and
therefore he wa, the first done But he did work diligently for a long
time

All 'six h-)uses wire extremely unique and reflect each child s
personality very sui.c.F.qsf till y Farb (-1->nstniction reflects much
thought and ,pride

Motivated bir the children s ;enthusiasm and sense of

accomplishiw:ent their hometr..Jrn teacher developed her social
studies and .ariguage c A rrkLuil around thv houses In the classroom,
they would ...tudy thern.el.as in relatiein to their family and,
houses make .z rr- b k wh.-1-L would include their house compare
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This is one of the very unique houses constructed bi a class
of primary multiply handicapped children ages stx Mritne,
years The class studied various types of housing and
shelters before beg. inning their Own work Thi§esrt activity
was also integrated with language arts social studies and
industrial arts through a team approach in which the art
teacher ,..,orkect very closely the industnel arts and
spec.i educat,N classroom teadrier

the differences and JArn s within the structures of the houses, and
generally become more aware of who they are\ Later in..the social
studies ;lass they houtd learn the loLaiton of their house on a large
map For this heal aspect large sheets of paper were laid down And the
students decided "Where they wanted to place their houses then
property lines were dra wry roads, side.; elks and ztreet signs were also
drawn The/ were encouraged to relatktheir houses to other houses`
and to a community In lapguage they were t6 tell about their houses
in senteriLei. and wnte a poem abo4t their, houses {learning to
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describe something) Because of the integration and the great
enthusiasm and spolfaneity on the part of eyeryone in vol v:. this has
been a successful and total educational experience forphe students
and the teachers

The greatest reward of teaching is being a part of a child s
spontaneous enthusiasm When a child chants, Yah, yah yah, we
have art tcdaYt all the way to the art room, or when another exciajrns
Mrs C this is my day you know it s all worth it'

FtesOurces
Most visual aids I used were architectural taken from various

magazines which I keep in my resource file Others were pictures
from Informative Pictures Publishers, Grand Rapids, Michigan

Booklet, Colleen Moore s Faire Castle. Museum of Science and
Industry Chicago

A History.of Doll Houses, Flora Gill Jacobs, Scnbners N Y 1953
Inside the World of Miniatures and Dollhouses, Bernard Rosner and

Jay Beckerman David McKay OS, N Y 1976
.All About Doll Houses, Barbara L Farhe, Bobbs Merrill N Y 1975
Antiques in Miniature, Katharine Moinson McClinton.Scnbners N Y
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` THE BEAST IN THE BATHTUB
Donna MI llecr

Teaching Area Sp Acial Edpcation, Learning Disabilities

This report illustrates the results of integrating art with language arts
In this case, a construction activity emerged from the reading of a
story Not only was the group required to listen carefully to the story
and include specific details, but also the students had to work closely
in a team to solve their construction problems teamwork is not
always easy for a group of learning disabled students) Finally, the
special eduqition teacher suggests several other ways of integrating
this newspaper sculpture activity with reading skills

I am a learning disabilities resource teacher serving two schools
each day in Springfield, Illinois I chose to do my protect at the
morniassignment, Wan less Elementary School, which is a
kindergarten through sixth grade center The school population is
almost four hundred students with approximately forty percent of the
children living in or around the housing projects I think this fact is
necessary to note because aside from the perceptual deficits on which
I czincentrate, I also.have to remember most of these children lack the
exposure to many of the basic childhood expenences which
contribute to a.successful school career This knowledge sheds a
different Ifght on thway I can effectively teach

Eighteen students come to my resource room each morning The
majority of my groups average from two to four studentI3 per session,
but the group that participated in the expenment consisted of five 5th
and 6th grade boys Our sessions last for,forty minutes and we meet
daily Three of my young men have senous receptive and expressive
language problems With these problems they may have difficulty
following directions, understanding what is said to them or expressing
their own ideas and feelings They all have some degree of visual
memory problems remerribenng what they see of reads, and all have
rbading, levels ranging from mid second grade to low third grade
These belovtlevel reading sk,1S5 add a motivational problem to their
other Jearning problems

I wanted to find an activity which would motivate these boys to
read promote Jerbaltation and reopLtietails relevant to the art
pro)ect, I went the si.,hcol library and found. a short story wntten by
Kathleen Stevens entitled The Beast in the Bathtub Bnefly, it was
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about a boy wtiolived with an irnaginky dragon like beastAikey took
baths togethei had pillow fights ari pulled tricks sari Wer
father The author, gave hints to the beasts appearance in different
segments of the story For instance we found that the beast was large,
but not too large to fit An the bathtub Like all good beasts he was green
had a space between his front teeth and had a large scaly tai:

After reaping the story which wag welliked byiall the boys), and
working on vocabulary I disclosed their secret mission They as a
group were to build this'beast Materials whioh they were allclgeci to
use consisted of newspap4r masking and scotch tape green tissue
paper tagboard green markers and glue The onli requirements I
insisted upon were that the beast must fit the description in the story
and ail five boys must work on the construction of it (Of course I

always had some of the yid dreaded paper work visible onmy desk as
an extra incentive +o participate

As -hey began working on the project .there became a natural
division in the group Two boys with more leadership qualities began
to form the body with crumpled newspaper and 'Masking tape The
other thrie Nays became detain people who to k instructions from
the tosses cut tape made soales and roled newspaper for the arms
and legs and head As a group they worked well tc4ether

The only Aroe l wanted to play was Vnat of the resource person I

would help if it were absolutely necessary It became evident to the
group that I would not tell them what to make o'r how to construct the
beast A couple of boys constantly kept asking me questions which
required a decision on my, part My Qni y respove to them was on t
ctIstiffir me, corfsult your team

As the boys deyelr.pc..-,I more confidence in their situation, I was
tiiirazea with two things how little they needed me, and the vyroblem
solving techniques they were acquiz,ing and usiag effective If they

ran into a structural problem they would consult with each other tind
Choose one of the suggested techniques For example the boys were
stumped on how to attach"the tail to the rest of the beast Almosl
everyone had his own idea Finally they decided on a combination
of the best ideas The tail was stuffed with newspaper until it was stiff

Then using or of the boys as a model for the ,beast they
experimented with various ways of attachment. They finally built out
the back of the beast and taped the cone shaped part of the tail to the
attachment This made the beast sturdy enough to support it
weight This proi-ict provided the riecolssary environment to enh
that type of confidence and tilecision making Ability

At the end ci Ala' week the boyc'had ct-istructed a green beast
with t-op-11...q; two arms alc,riq tart with scales a rathr-..r lopsicled.head
with horns and tiny feet In the beginning the beast was able to stand
by itself bli14.:_syjment on he needed further assistance from a
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chair The group had met my reguiremcePts and was able to uselhed
own owativity while working

nil newspaper sculpture is a character from Kathleen
3te .-crl'c short story The Beast in the Bath t "This achvity in-
clucred rer4embertng details from the sto to include in the.
sculpture reinforcing body image nstruchng and
problem solving on the part of a team of fifth -and sixth grade
learning disabled students:

Aside from the decision mak* abtlties I already mentioned. I
was also pleased with the group s interaction and support of one
anothers ideas They were cortgenipl at all times and there was never
any name calling or arguari9 The group was so pleased with their end
result that they wanted to tour the school and talk about the beast they
had lo.6ilt As a follow up activity, we plan to tape record the story for
the classrooms To do this we will need to work on oral reading skills
and expressive reading
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This protect was accepted so well by my students faculty and the

rest OniNschool population that I have decided to use similar idea§
with Other resource g ioup s The motivation which isgenerated cannot
be explained, but mustbe experienced I hope to infect otherifaculty
thembers with my enthusiasm for tythg in art with the academic
areasnot only with the special child !tit wag the regular child The
-possibilities are endless"

.

s `.... Resources.

Boatman Mr§ Debra Classroom teacher A° contnbuted the. teen
tissue paper

Coichado, Jose D Activities in Art, Development Copynght, 1978
Stevens, Kathleen Th Beast in the Bathtub Cricket the Magazine

for Childrer2, pp 50-3, 1978
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RELIEF PRINTING
Rena Sereno

Teaching Area At Including the Elementary Learning Disabled

The art teacher in her report describes a mainstreamed situation
which is becoming the-norm in many elementary art classes She
makes a strong case for tbe benefits which art has in helping the
learning disabled 4tudent improye his, her perceiving, attending
communicating remembering and sequencing abilities This report
and the accompanying visual are an' affirmation of the creative
abilities of the learning disabled child and the gifted instruction of
his/her teacher

As an art sppcialist, I teach at Prairie School in Naperville, Illinois,
in a Kindergarten throughfifth grade building with a pupil pottLrron
of SIX trredred nd thirty-two Art is taught one period a week e
equipped art room A forty five-minute class is scheduled for first and
stcond graders w Lie third, fourth and fifth graders have sixty-minute
lessons All learning disabilities students are mainstreamed In

-..addition two special disabilities, teachers function as resource
Persons for these students, providing specific help

The charathenstics of the learning disabilities child, I believe,are
not clisspillar to many children except that behavioral defiqts are of
such proportion that academic performance is adversely affected My
experience in the art class has been that when these children 'are
helped to overcome Oleir listening, attending and communicating
difficulties, the qualitlkfof their creative expression is outstanding In
fact, art affords them the opportunity to improve perception,
knowleClge anctskills in a direct way,

There are nine learning%disabilities students mainstreamed into
my eig class fr6rn four sections of fourth grade, each with twenty-seven
students Since school has opened, wii-have concentrated on a unit on
line and pe per4rien ting with 1 Inc a n d sound, space, texture and
contpur is is our first extended protect and it deals with relief
printing

The particular child on "vhoin. I wanted to focus is a creative
individual who often has hi'droblems in listening to directions and
attending to the lessor( without distraction I will call him George My
goals tor him are tc, hge him learn the art process of relief printing and
to have him successfully complete all parts of the project

'q5
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After discussing relief ,printing and displaying prints from:
previous years to entice the students, I showed them the diking plates
the tubes of ink and the brayers they would learn to use At this point
Georges interest was aroused On the blackboard I wrote the three
milirrorts of the assignment Part I the original drawing and the
original drawing with all lines and shapes raised with ,stnngl
toothpicks tag board or rivers of glue, Part IL the crayon rubbing la
many colors and Part III, the two-color printing

The drawing was on 12 x 18 inch heavy (eighty weight) paper
and instructions were given to keep the subject matter large and
simple George started his dra wing rather small, but when reminded
that it would be too difficult to put glue on somet mg that size he drew
his subiect, a dinosaur larger White glue wa is nsed in pointed
plastic bottles for easy application and all other m e als were plaCed
in containers on each table George was eager to complete the gluing
and put his original on the drying rack because the real fun was the
rubbing anc,printing in the following weeks To be sure the students
had raised all the lines and shapes they wanted to print, I asked, Will
a pencil line print if you roll ink on IP

In a subsequent lesson the rubbing was accomplishedea silrand
quickly atter a simple demonstration on light weight paper with broad
flat crayons making an exact copy of the original George performed
this taslwithout delay .

The printing portion of the unit started with my demonstration
Organization was essential:especially at this point' All materials arid
tools had to be at hand ready,to be dispensed Six printing areas were
set up with inkllight and dark colors), inking plates and brayers The
pap for printing, in this case a package of twenty assorted
Fadeless cattns. was set up.tor easy selection, The demonstration

`was performed efficiently so that ail could see and Ileati George was
right there eagerly attentive Each student had to select the color of
paper and dolor of ink for the first and second or final printing

George chose his paper and was first in line for inking his initial
color There was no evidence of his usual reluctant attitude He
definitely was interested in trying his hand at the brayer He inked and
printed without any further attention When I checked again, he was in
line for a second color In his haste to ink again, he had chosen a color
the same as his paper I could sei RS lie was una ware of the duplication
in color I walked by him and asked, What's the color of your paper
George' He looked down paused, then suddenly exclaimed 7

Wow' as he quickly went oft.to select a more suitable contrasting
color for printing

Printin xtendeci over two class periods Each time rge was
eager to in in the clean up He would ask to clean a spe _ color oti.-
inking p to an,d brayer He had not previously shown much interest

tit
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ft WHAT JOYFUL LEARNING! t
Rhonda McDaniel Downs .4

l'eachinglirpa: Special Education, Intermediate
Hearing Impaired

' Althou gh the workigiop was fnitially hiniled to the primary level, when
spa&e permitted, we extended the enrollments to junr6r high level
te4hers This report is the result of one such junior high level field

41.

assignment
i .

This account i§ a finetxample of the power art has to facilitate learning
vocabulary In this,situabon, the classroom hearmaired teacher
teamed op with the art teacher during a science 7t rated unit This
repprt-emd the following one by the arl,teac her demonstrate the virtues
which a team atproach can have in a classroom It is also significant
that on the *siS if this one ex meth, the special education.

. teacher is asking the princrpal to alter the art teacher s schedule so
'that ni.o` re of these integrated art and academic lessons can occur
4 . .

.5 /
4 NI. 0 '

% s .
I am part of a team-teaching effoil for a science program Pour. ../".

. . special educahon teachers and one science resource instructor have
.....-

put -ethers special curriculum for eigith- and ninth-grade students .
whc. ve"-sppcial needs. The four classes haye been combined info :.

dr group placed according to ability' levels These students ihclude 3-

ineOced heciiitig impaired...a-III deaf learning disabled (LD), educable
mentally hancliCapped. (EMI-I), and behaviorally disordered (BD)
students These students range from having gifted 'abilities to being ..

non readers The tour teachers each take a group who achieve atir
Utsicall/ the same level and adapt materials for that particulargroup
My science class consists ,of twp deaf students (needing _total,

. communications. two hearing impaired studenis, four LD students and
one BD student / . t*

A major problem wirmy,grcup.hs bean developing science
,

vocabulary Recently we have been studying the weatherprid words
Jike 'rea)tive hurruclitY",alsaturatipn",,and psychrometer The very
size of these words scared my students' The art teacher, Wanda

, Riseman, arid- decided to t'ry togive the students some type al visual
rrnage wid.2It ich they could associate their vocabulary words Art
itiell provides a motivating factor for most df my students, as the art
teacher ham good rhiipc7r1 with them We wanted to motivate the

. delits in, the study cs; weather and present science as sorpething
- . ,

t.
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other than big wore and experiments We also wanted to impaove
self concepts and individual feelings o#-worth The one BD student has

( several physical as well as social disorders He has displayed various
types of behavior from being aggressive to being partially withdrawn
Lately he has started resvfnding well to some physical reassurances
and praise I wantei to see if he would present his finished product in '
front of the group s,3.that he would have some verbal interacton with
them We shall pall this student H for this paper s purposes

First WJndatalked to the students about symbols and how we use
them every day She used examples that they would recognize like
red for stop, a stick person with a skirt for a girl and non-verbal traffic
signs Next we took :a list of the vocabulary words on which my class
had been working for the past two vyeeks We wrote one word and its
definition on a slip of paper Then we passed the hat Each student
piked one word and definition We asked each student then to make
a .,ymbol for that word We wanted him or her to explain what that
word meant to the other students with only pictures Some students
took right off on the project and came up with some beautiful ideas on
their dwn Some students required prompting and a few needed
suggestions from us on how they could demonstrate their word

H sat quietly until I approached him Then he simply put his head
down We began talking about his word !psy,chrOmeteriwhat you
did with it what it measured how it worked what it looked like He still
could not form a mental picture of his ward Finally I found a picture of
a psychrometer from our reading. He began working as soon as I
walked away When he was finished, he threw the picture before me
and sat back down I. studieti it for a minute and then I asked him how
we turned it without a handle He gave me a sheepish grin and started
toacld a handle Then he seemed dissatisfied with his results and on
his orwn, he got another piece of paper and begarkagaird.The fact that
H 'took enough time and pride to start over is reward enough He
usually lkdis a short attention span or does nothing at all, but he
completed his project without any more encouragement

We collected-the art projects and the net daYI had each student
stand up in fronttf.the class and show his/her picture to the other
students There was a lift of all the wordson the board We had each of
the students write down what he thought that picture-represented
When it was H s turn to show hiA. picture, he acted disgusted with the
whole thing but one could see a hint of self pride peeping through

Next we had each stu.dent get up again, only this time they had to
talk )bout their drawing They had to explain what their word was,
what it meant h" it was used what it looked like and anything else
that would help make the others remember that pidure with that word
This activity f )rce.d the students to communicate with their peers
even the eat students I only , interpreted at the end of their presy

A
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entation to make sure tJat everyone understosd their speech and
signs H waseiftbarasseci to talk about his pictdre but he did reply with
prompting asking him questions about his drawing and nodding at
his answers) When everyone had talked about his or her picture we
mixed up the pictures and had everyone number their papers 1-12
With the v.ocabularw words listed on the bond they had to match the
work witti its picture The results were terrific' Ten of the eleven
students got 10C)*,> inoluding H) The only exception was one stThlent

A

, 4

A behaviorally disordered fifteen-year old student drew this
p.cturePcf a psychrometer Clunng an integrated art and-

' science :essc,n Tf6e cleacc was specifically working bn
and ways of visualizing particular

w 'rds that were a,s,gned t5 them'
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who refused to participate and did not even turn in d picture He got a
67 on his answer sheet so even in this situation learning did c ccur

I am thoroughly pleased with the results and I have alread;, had
requests from my students tollo more of our science words with
pictures' We- are presenting _this experiment to our building
principal in hope that s,omethino can beset up next year where the art
teachers can have a period set aside to acras resource aides for the
students with their academic sub;ects What Joyful teaming' .

Resources
Risernan. Wanda Art Teacher at U S Grant Middle School

Springfield Illinois
Springfield Area.Att for the Handicapped Workshop Frances E

Anderson Jose Colchado Pat McAnallyi January 12 33 and

C.4ettok

February 3 1979
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LEARNINGZAN BE EASY
Wanda Riseman

Teaching Area. Secondary Art Including the Learrung Disabled,
Educable Mentally Handicapped, Behaviorally Disordered

and Hearing Impaired

As exblained in the preceeding report, this account is by a middle
school art teacher who enrolled in the Art for the Handicapped
Workshop knowing that the material would not be geared to the age
level of her teaching This account is evidence of her concern and
commitment to her btudents and to her own held of specialization Tilt
editors felt it would be of special interest to the reader to see how two

k teachers could team up and work together solving some learning
problems for speicial needs science students The fact that this
approach worked so well is a testimony to etas a motivational tool and
to the commitment and expertise of the two teachers involved We
applaud their efforts and their results

Regardless ..A my personal philosophy that art should be treated
as something more than. a separate entity in education, I have been
forced by the rigidity of scheduling at the middle sch"ool level to deal
with it basically ti,lat way For years I have campaigned for resource
time to integrate art with other subjects, have been promised it, but
consistently a heavy student-load plohibits such an innovation at my
school All art classes.are eleictive with learning disabled, educable
mentally handicapped, hearing impaired, deal. and behaviorally
disordered students trtainstreained into them.

An enriching and challenging opportunity occurred this school
year with the arrival of a class of four deal students to our school and
into onetf my classej With the help of their teacher I was able togain
some knowleclge.of/sign language so communication is possible, if
limited I watcheti with amazement as they developed ski.14 in art a
communicated vistially'with great facility -

The Art for the Handicapped. orkshdp ge;ve e thelripenhve to
investigate. whether visually depict ta concept i another subject
riould make learning more meanie lul for the dea and at the same
time be a catalyst for communicatio with other stud ts with hearing

Their teacher also a works op partic pact) as a remedial
science which meets during m ration time it is composed
c4 learning disabled, behavioral], disordered, hearing impaired and
dbof students The diffiCultyllf understanding science termq is a

,
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commonly shared problem so we decided to tackle it in the following
manner

We first talked about symbols as wo s names and signs that
stand for someone something or an idea I tren introduced visuals of
international traffic symbol's and the students related what the signs
tell us to do through the use of visual symbols and the absence of
words

Teen- task was then introduced to relate an idea to the rest of the
class by using a visual symbol or picture approach Each student

, then ,elected a science term and deftnition out of a hat and great
secrecy was encouraged Scrap paper was furnished for planning
and then their solution was to be put on an 11 x 14 piece of poster
board using markers for color when desired Without instruction to do
so they scattered throughout the art room very protective of their
secret mission

Sale one of the deaf students received a slip of paper on which
was written, Evaporation the changing gf a liquid to a gas At first

a

This vok.iai example of Evaporation was drawn
by a teen age deaf girl The drawing was done as
part of ales son in whichstuaentsdescnbeci visual

the meaning of differentscrentifie terms
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she looked perplexed. complained that it was too hard. then all of a
sudden signed to me that she had a good idea H picture consisted
of a tea kettle of water on a flame with puffs of steam in the air above
Clearly the scientific concept made sense to her She worked quickly
and asked for another term and confidently began anew

At the next class meeting we attempted to evaluate the success of
the pro.ect with a .vntten test based solely on snatching the terms to the
appropnate pictures The results were sirs %r although slightly
higher than past subiective tests We were not satisfied Each student
seemed to have a working knowledge of his her own terrn'bttt the
others_ terms were some what elusive We decided perhaps the visual
efforts should be shared verbally as well for more complete
communication

Sue s speech is understandable although she has a profound loss.
and naturally, relies heavily on visual means to learn She did well
e ien in the fikst evaluation attempt with oniy, four errors but the more
complete second approach yieided,her a perfect score Perhaps the
most positive outpome of all was the improvement of Sue s self-
:.-Qrifidence in usirig her speech She was so proud of Sts work that she
shared it without hesitation

With the second method of evaluation the class results were
impress, de too Of the eleven students in the class, ten had perfect
sores and one had a D- Ironically the student who did poorly was the
only class member who did not complete his picture Could it be that
his lack of participation in the total class effort resulted in his low
athaevemenr The evidence is too scanty to make such an assumption
b,ut the in iolvernent pride and feeling of common purpose felt dun ng
this activity was an exciting expenence for me The students have
asked for more and needless to say more sessions Integra t ng art and
science will be planned for this gropp Their response was
enthusiastic and they felt special in a positive way One student
commented That was the easiest A" thaq.ever earned'

.
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THE FOUR "R's"
(READING, WRITING, ARITHMETIC AND ART)

PLUS SCIENCE
Mary Chinon

Teaching Area. Art Including the Mentally Retarded

Inithis report the art teacher descnbes ways a book-making activity
can make learning and reinforcing niath, science, reading and
expressive writing skills fun Additionally, this group of students
further developed many art skills through their work on the protect
These skills inclLided pnnting, folding, cutting, measunng, designing,
identifying basic geometric shapes and stitching As the reader may

la !ready Icnow'thqse art" skills are important to other academic
teaming as well

I teach art to middle school students in Geneva, Illinois, a lovely
suburb about thirty-five miles from Chicago In our school we have
two classes of children with varying degrees of mental retardation
These children are drawn from an area consisting of five school
chstncts known as Mid Valley Special Education Cooperative My
protect was done in the seventh-grade room of Ms Colleen MacKay.
The fifteen children range in age from twelve to thirteen and have
abilities around the third- to fourth-grade level

These students were working on creative writing and
composition skills They needed a place to put their personal thoughts,
so we decided to make a booklet The skills needed were many and
vaned This booklet would provide an opportunity4orhelp reinforce
the classroom activities with measuring, couhang,- following
directions,,and shape and color discrimination

'The two books in which I was most interested were done by 0, a
thirteen year-old with low third-grade ability who also has visual
perceptual difficulties_ and by K" a thirteen-yearold brim K has a
mild form of cerebral palsy inwadchtion to mental retardation

The lint day the class came to the art rootn, both K and 0 were
very not iceable K was extremely excitable, was unable to sit still and
was very vocal Q was quite 'a talker, was restless and seemingly
unable to settle dot to work Her lack of auditory discrimination was
evidenced in her iriability to comprehend and follow directions in a
large group activity The first thing we did was to make name buttons
to wea r in class so I could become better a cguainted with the children
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On his design K.made fun of a boy in his group I did not want to
encourage K s an social behavior so I did not make his butt=

In the next art class we began to discuss the many choices that
had t..) be made .starting with the selection of wallpaper for the booklet
.,o'er Nit the ;hildren had to measure the wallpaper so that the
:ardboard u.,ed larstiffening would fit correctly Q had great difficulty
.r.1.-_,,lowing these directions This was a problem for her all along the. ha y Alter measuring arid folding along the lines we applied glue and

.

pressed This has especially difficult for K who is quite hyperactive
and wants to be in six places at, once doing seven things His
ter a .,.orai . pat*ern of verbal outbursts and hyperactivity caused
definite negative peer reaction 1

The next step was fun for all but a problem for Q who again had
tro.ibie with dirctoris We used geometric shapes and lines to make
our bl-J:_k prints hhich here used for the inside ;over of the books The
---hildren experimented with ,:o.or and shape before making their
:ru;ial de-.'ision -.,n what to use Q mixed thecolcfrs on the trays and
bic,,,,ks while others needed the pure colors Needless to say they were
upset ar..d did ri..?, hesitate to iet Q know of their displeasure However.
Q has +pie ,rie Aoh...) dis_o...,ered that she could make new patterns by
ais!rnq her t,.-.K on the paper This exciting discovery gave her an

opportunity t..., demonstrate her abilities and to shine a little From
-this time on Q began to show more interest in her work

The _;ass as a whole also showed a de fin to improvement in social
intera..7t.on They shared coLzs and stnng bl ks and then all pitched

6 in to do a super ,ob cleaning up
Nhi.e the prints here drying everyone got busy with spell g in

/Aorder to plan the titles for their b--,.s After some practice, each held
hro% his, 'her title add his, her namo, in his, her book The next
discussa,n ,_ono-erned a decoration for the title page Everyone
de_.ided tidal die, ,he w rated and proceedect to use markers and
colored pencils to comp to his/heir ideas

At this time id really ame interested iri-cibing a good Job Now
she oiatL.rik.-d and oriecKed w h the teacher to be sure she didn t make

. in,stakes K ai:-....ierr...a-istrated remarkable self-contrql as he drew I-.is
h, u.,..e. _,t to., , _rudineyS" He very carefully planned Just the nght places
for the red accents

Ni-IY t the Ltili)r,..n had toictiunt out twenty pages for their bock,
1,,A them arid hale them punched Their last choice wos a color of

,:r4 ti-ilt rriat_hed ..r ,.. ntrested with their by..,k. They had to thread
their ri,--.4-1,- -t- v., the b- k together and then tea k not a nd bow Much
to my surprise K who ad earlier made fun of these at his table, now
was anx.,..,is to help H eiped others to thread the yarn and held his
firtg,,r .r. -e*er); KG dts He stayed at his work area didn t bother his
lociLlka- dr. arid q\' the b d .,ne -all Improvements over his previous,
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These hooks were made by two students from a glass for men-
tally retarder! children One of the students is a thirteen-year-
old girl with visual perceptual difficulties Theot lie r student is a
thirteen-year-old boy with a mild cerebral palsy involvement
(the house with two chimneys) This pro;ect provided oppor

i
tunities for venous activities measuring gluing block pnnting
spelling, wntinq counting and sewing
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behavior Meanwhile, Q was better able to follow the directions giveri
her I found that she was better able to compreheri the activity when
given individual attention and help She still finds it difficult tc function
when faced with many distractions and voices .

This was a successful project We were able to develop math,
science and iauguage skills by means of a creative experience which
made learning funs
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ART AS A POSITIVE ENVIRONMENT
FOR THE LEARNING DISABLED

Jean Tarnminga
Teaching Area Elementary Artinclu ding the Learning Disabled

.
ThiS report focuses on some of the.positive aspects of having learning
disabled students integrated into a regular art class We suspect a
key factor in this successful integration is the good rapport between
the art and special education teacher Here, the art teacher relates the
results of a very successful integrated art and social studies unit irk

which her sixth-grade students studied heraldry and created their
own crests and related sack puppets., These two specific lessons were
imaginatively prepared by the art teacher from two blgic artistic
processes Covered during our Art for the Handicapped Workshop

Teaching elementary art in two Cicero public schools affords me
the challenge of exposing four hundred students to the wonders of
creativity and expression iThese students range in age from five to
thirteen years of age ,and include` one group of intermediate grade
learning disabled children who are presently integrated into a sixth-
grade.. ail class Prior to this year ,the students in the learning
disabilities class were a group unto themselves and I had them as a
special class for three years. Accordingly then, I have had a chancel°
assess their progress over a lohg period of time and will include such
observations about T and I, the two learning disabled students I have
chosen to include in this study,

T. who is eleven years old and in thelixth grade, has evidenced a
major deficit in visual modality ispaciaLonentahon and selluencing)
information secured from the special education teacher reveals a
gross motor visual conceptualliation problem, fine motor -poor body
image laterality problems, and a slow auditory motor response
Socially, it was noted that T was slow to process social cues and,
although not 'Verbal, nonetheless was a participant Integrahon was

an physical--eddcation, music, art and possibly
matheryatics It was further stated that T needed an auditory teaching
emphasis. ,My observations see mas a very iaginative. eager,
industrfous student, ftilly capable in all art media.

I is ten years of age arid in tayrfifth grade, Records onl indicated a
fine motor laterality problem, inconsistent reversals and visual -motor
difficulties He too, has a poor body image and poor spacial
awareness Like T,.rhas &problem interpreting Social cues 1 s auditory
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J channel appears to bre the strongest and it was recommended that he
1idLe integrated into art, physical education, music; and library My

observations see J as a somewhat sttrnicl, yet eager, participant
Although I evidences some difficulties with ma niQula hen of materials
to q , cutting cardboard, pinching clay), he nevertheless completes a
project with good results and is highly motivated in each task Both T
and J are integrated icrititryaixth-grade art class Which meets for
ninety minutes once a week, and they participate in the regular
eumc.ulum

e Included in that present curriculum as a result of the Art for the
Handicapped W orl5shcp, I selected two particulor art activities for the
entire sixth grade, Marker Drawing On Foil and Sack Puppets The foil
protect being shc&ry and professional looking with its sparkling color,
appealed to met and, therefore, I felt it would also apReal to the
students It is a s&access-oriented project-0 looks great whatever the
design' Besides that, the idea of this technique combined with a
personal crest is unbeatable Accordingly, the project was presented
as making one s own personal Heraldic Crest (like knights of old),
showing important facts about one sown heritage, personal activities
and desires The class was encouraged to design their own crest to
depict ancestry, parent ccoupation, favorite activity and so forth
Sketches were made on newspnnt, and after approval, cardboard and
heavy duty foil were given to each student Sketches were tralisferrOd
to the foil either by re-drawing )with pencil) or by'placing the sketch.
atop of the foiled cardboard and tracing ovet the lines of the design
Once the design lines were etched into the foil, permanent marker
coloring applied as desired

Every st &dent hod a succgss(ul project t and J were no exception
T s cresirevea Is-the snakes he likes to catch, his mother s work activity
of sewing paper into kooks and his uncle s telephone lineman job T
plapned his space well, & considerable achievement considering a
rpafor deficit was noted in his spacial o nen tation and sequencingThe
step-by-step process of developing the art project certainly served to
reinforce proper sequencingdiscussing possibilities, planning an
idea sketching that idea on paper, securing materials preparing
cardboard twah the toil shiny side up and folded aver the cardboard),
taping, transferring the design, to foil, coloring in dreas, drawing
texture lines on design and, finally, explainrng the symbols to the
viewer T .has shown remarkable progress in his art work since last
year, when shapes were random, not contained, and when color was
applied in blotches, not controlled T was enthusiastic and industrious
in this project, completing the example enclosed as well as a second,
finished crest to take'home along with material to make a nigh,

J too eagerly approached his project He chose to make his crest
-like that of the old English knights (a display was on the boartl) He
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labored over his sketch of a bear copied from a large.photograph
However the bear apparently could4 t be contained an the space of
the knights shield so At was omitted on the-final work, Nonetheless, his
spacial awareness probrein received a positive.boost from planning
the use of a given space and theexperienCeof drawing small detakis
benefited fine-motor prtictice, which I apparently needs Like T.I took
home materiels to complete a second 'crest

Two sixth-grade learning disabled students designed these crests as the result ,
a unit vn art arid heraldry The particular combination of art materials li e,

pennanentimarker dra wing on silver loth was especially suited to the sooai
studies unit and was a strong positive rriotivatiorfail factor

41.

The second protect presented to the class was Sack Puppets This
project is a good introduction to the ctt-icept of the third dimension
and einphasizes,creathvit-y It alsoaffords experience with-a variety --
media iiich as paper pipe cleaners, felt, yarn and cloth, and it uses
many techniques fricluding cutting, pasting, bending wire, drawing
and probterh-solving regarding placement oflparts

In addition, while puppet making requires thinking and
planning. at also affords the element of spontaneity as development
occurs The ninety minutes of c.,lass time flew by as ;Tudents enjoyed
creatini their puppets which AnoludeciSesa me Street characters t Btg
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fey <r Byrd. Ccicatce Monsteth Hawaiian darver§,.and drummer . yarn hula
skids swaying), blueiesanedteen-agers, witches angels beavers,
bunnies, and a ,hining knight and swinged dragor(the knight and
tile-dragGn were I s and is and I'managed to rescue 7s dragon from
being islairin order to include thenr9ples Acting out little skits adds
to"mohvation for creating thtpuppets in the first- place Of course Is
dragon having wings as well as arms and legs, probably dould have
gotten away on its own This puppet evidences remarkable symmetry
implacoment 4 :Ay parts T asked me to cut the pipe tleanerihe

leSaiCtrrj 1 WI utters or heavy scissors needed belie) but he dad
tats l)wn assembly complete to the deep red, fire-spitting Pipe cleaner
ocean frdm the mouth /

I s Znaghtpu-pf.fet sport? Jilver armour complete withtfielmet and
user He asked me to cut the cardboard to support the shield I also

44gestiecttheeardkacard to the topped of the helmet whichI covered
.e foil From the ligrke'r Drawing on Foil project, I remembered that-

he needed a permattwit 'black marker to make the eyes, nose and
other lines of the visEi to 'stand out I had Placed the arms 10 goccl
proportion and retd y for action with sword in one hand and 9 shield
in the other

One additional importan t benefit from the puppet project wa s the

social interaction it created Each student enjoyed showing, and
shanng his creation to others, resulting in positive conversation A

compliment fromanes peers is most rewarding
In surnmarrthen, the two atriprojects tried were very positive"

eApenences for the students and for myself l'ra view of the fact that 7
and) are included in a group of twenty -two children, they work pretty
rhuch gtheir own except for the observations suggestions and
assistance given to all studentsi-sT and I rank mons the most
prpduch ve and enthusiastic members Al`the class It h been exciting
'toeee both of them gaining control over their Aclivi Al visual and
perceptual problems Beta vaorally, 44, they linnto the regular class*
relating very weH with their peers in conversation-and action /

That T and I have 4perete such line progress over the fast three
/years +s most 1p-demi/ due to their dedicated special education

teacher She has Ficottaiged a 90.:4 ?apport with me and that has
undoubtedly bee of be,riefit to the children That same warm rapkort'
alio exists b.-twe'en the children and mOell Hopefully 4 ve

r them lb their world a littie/tbettemlyough art and, ter all,that s what'
education is all at,out 1,
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it Resources `,... .

Mrs' it atbleen.McCauley, Special Education Teacher, Li ricoki School,
Cicero, If .

* Mr Georg Capper, Pnn pal, Lincoln School, Cicero, it
Actmhes A Art by Tose Colchado
Large display mural of E glsh crests, magazines, pictures
Completed examples of roiect to be done,
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THE INVISIBLE HUMAN BODY
Stella Davpnport

Teaching Area. Language Arts includvng. the Learning
Disabled and Behemorally Disordered

In this report the teacher presents an exciting variation on the tie-
sized portrait Because the activity relates directly and concretely to
thit), individual student, it has an added motivaton'al factor Throk.AgE.
the activity, the student must research the Anternal body parts and their

"cerAsitions and proportions as well as build on his cutting gluing and '
awing skills Thus the act vity As an ingenious integration of art and

science
.

****** - *

g
As a language 'arts teacher, I work with a group of students

between the ages of eight and thArleen_The children with whom I work
have learhin't disabilities and .behavior disorders*, The purposed this project was to provide a student, John (not his-
real name the opportunity k use Sri as a means to study the human
body John is nine years bid He iellarge for his age, has difficulty

Nanaking friends lacks lccomotor proficiency and has poor eye-hand
ccordinatron-His-w-oTh habits are poor anomie is incontinent after
ph ysical e x arsiipahon At was deternfined the latter is emotional and not
physical)

My first goal in working with John was to find a time when the twq

of us could be alone to work on the art project He flathead the chapter
in the third-grade health book and was very excited about starting the
project Once ,t was started he was very eager to spend any free time *
working on it We did most of the woreduring re?:sses

My, second goal was encouraging John to that big and

. improv4 his cutting skills Earlier in the school year he had diffic.ulty in
getting his scissors to cut paper J tried the scissors and they worked
perfect17) therefore activities using 6 scissors are deeded

Another goal was to have him create scfmething uniquely his
own This creation I holped, would le6d to an understanding of the
body parts and their functions

In the Art for the Hanclicappeclorksilop An E'$t ;Luis [Tees
and melted crayuns ware sealed between waxed paper SO, using
waxed paper construction paper of vanou'S color? magic markers

,
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and glue, Johp rriadefriat own invisible body similar t9 the one in the
"health text

I cut two sheets of waxed paper loliger than John s hei*fid
overlapped them abbut an inch A hot iron wads used to sell the
werlapped. area thereby making one sheet of paper wide eno/gh.lor
us to trace around bis booty with a 11 lack marker

Next the body parts mere cut and glued inside the outline ^f his
body Usualli.seve.ral dra wings of each organ were made AZ*hicugh
tie teed he -,oristantly 75"mplained about lfis drawing skilis His tirst
Jr.awirig.3 usu4ily were mu,-,h to,? small to use approximately one titth
of tfAckizei He realized this when they were placed within the outline

4 on trf waxed paper
I ,culd see that he needed more guidance so instead of giving

him alarge sheet of o.onstruction paper he was given a piece that was
approximately the s,,ze, needed loathe organ He then tried to make the
,rgan as big- ag the raper This technique Vorked much better

alth-,ugh he ha' d to be constantly reminded to try to Make etas large as
the pYper

Al times tie became frustrated When this happered we would
*,--)p rninuIe te, lc .k qt the example in the text and talk about how hie

mig4l draw it r
When-11 organs were drawn he managed to cut them out but

frAind if 4iffi,_ult along the lines, drawn Near the end bt the
pr,Aecrhe happily :ommented on his. improved ability with the

((Scissors, ,
body parts (brain, larynx stomach, lungs heart 'pancreas

liver gall bladder la.f.ge and small intestines, kidneys and urinary
l ladders each cut from a differen.t color of construction paper, were
41ued in plac."_,. Red and blue magic. markers were used to draw in
veins and arteries on the legs arid arms

The entire sheetol waxed paper was ther covered by two more
stnps of waxed paper A hot iron sealed the paper together and John
had his -)wrn invisible body

A stf011 example of each color of construction paper was glued to
lined paper and the name of each organ written bes=de it to identify the
b-ifiy.parts Cutting these small pieces of construction paper was
extremely diffie-ultind when he became frustrated, he resorted to
feanng instead of cutting

The project 'ielped John s sell- concept He proudly told other
ren who were curious that we weredoin-g somethifig special and

c'woull tell them about,Lt it later Others questioned him about the project
arid us pleased him It did enable,me to spend time done with him
and give him the attention he seeks Hopefully, this proiect improved
John 5 ability to use a siissors and made the study of the human body
more meaningful,
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In this report the special education teacher describes the results of a ,
less structured approach to an art activity with a group of trainable
mentally handicapped children, ages nine' to twelve It is a fine
documentation of a freedom within limits approach and the way this
approach can spark spontaneous expressive language in oriiidren
We commend the teacher for hprwillirigness to try this approach
one with which many teachers may not al ays feel comfortable. The

'BOY. WAS I SURMISED!
Bonnie G Watts

Teaching Area: Special' Education, Intermediate
Trainable Mentally Handicapped

.

1

results of this approach speak for t mselv s.
,a***** . .

As a special education teacher trainable mentally handicapped
(TM1-1) level,.I teach at Douglas School,;Spnngftelcl Illinois It is a
public school which serves a population of around eighty-eighyt
mentally handicapped studentsranging in age from foe to twenty-.
one years old The IQ levels of our students rage from around fifty to
fifty-five to anywhere below this The faculty consists of seven
teachers, end each has a selfdeontained_classroom in which
socialization, self help language skills, basic-readiness skills and all
daily living skills are stressed We lave a traveling art teacher one day
a week, a traveling music teacher tv4tc, days a 'week and a traveling'
physical education teacher who is in the building eachonorning for
two hours We try to incorporate these various classes into our regular
work since each special". class is not provided daily

My classroom A comprised of ten TMH students ranging in age
- from nine to twelv6 yeats old Besides having low intelligence, some of

my students also have groblems controlling their tine and gross motor
skills (difficulty walking, keepit4 balance, difficulty eating, cutting,
pdsting, coloring) and prAilems controlli behavior (inability to
control feelings of frustration, etc, thus ey act out' by hitting
spitting throwing cfrairs) '140 . dents have relatively short
attention spans and som ave unintelligible speech at times

Many times we do rt4 protects throughout the year Generally
they, are ,things done to nEy rce skills we are stressing color
recognition coloring tracing, cutting, gluing, sequencing size
relationsVups and shap4 rIcognition

i .
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Because rat ;he .nsigh' galr.cad morn our tirst Am for the
Handicapped Wc-ksr.c.p I den,deid to it mortt har.g .ocse in my

approach with antazingiy ac.hdf,tu. results' ;:st C-olchado cegan

our workshop sess or. by p-acing our groups on another pia net He

wed .as 'o create. L. cre:ature _A:sr; newspaper and our
tin IgItat,',I,S te ja itierats %sate +mos and a- own

cp.:a% Are ha,J.Lasi , air -0. cfeate a bermig nCe spacer

x ,cold sari/ a r. 'ions Sarpris.rgly groaps did

ver: we,. Theretcre . deC.2, of 3r a oh'n try

trainable menta..., tandloac..-
Tlae Z-J-.) tifj,K was . lad t:, siA students Atte:Jar ce due

elther pro: ileJ lr.c.,ther r. asor. explore a rew .dea' I fr. n mad

t7. students rete., the scr, each ctr.er so I could deerrn,n "rag
reTentton of te Lae I ten -e out some farml ar and some not-sc-

i tarn.r art mate:- ais cn tw-, cables These included all colors of
on-stria/1%-r, pipe- a. o.dostructcn papensquares that Are

x I pipe cieaners gaae scissors yarn, small paper p14'es
oraynnsi pencils and'white at et, ri,am chips Then the class re. newed

all tre p area c 3r3Ina13IV211 ne Zan/ ZCO Ins'ructons were then

it ir-ri trite ass 2se ant imid:sone toe 'able t make tneir
tavonte 3r,:rr a-. the zoo Th y ,could use any c-camblnahon of

matena Is they +hoshed To iet the hate a corrieletely self done protect
1 oat at rni des( -t he*av= rd did (10' C.217( at any of-their wark

,,,-,e thee.; w crkel Wicat s'Ssndettal results'
The; it a, of pro ec was "j defermintfrete.ntsn of story details

arid .norease atter:mar, span; It Was also 'C) reinforce students
:ndeper.dent e 9t 1St treat^ maten41.; aa callable and tc reintorce fine

-rriot-on tIrrli-e &Aso neiped tremforce. their c.7,n -01tPl-of

body shapes and tqure ground relations Another goal as to
nccurpage a 'roar aproach to tpe'ln expenence on the part of

students Ain: tnis irr.e had been familiar with a more structured

appimia,h
The interest 'ea-% ct the _hildren was quite higji I had set aside

try ti,m- rn.matesi this lesocn including 31/2n, tate, After a very
Inv...4rd sixty t4tia:ro.r aesi I had to call the activity to a, halt to clean

up tr. go nomet The childrenawere :cry excited about themptcture.s
Trit: raldher turn tionir,g students triggered the use of some

mater )a, u_nasp.frc,earers yarn et_ It on,: student would use an
art/riateno (molter would want to One wanted to make a rabbit

several then mad. . rabbitsall in their own way though 'Thus all are
rii C/nr )r'- 171PthrAS 0

f, in p tut-- A a to mis and all other narne,-. ha te be,n cnanged)
made d rakttit a tlg rabbit the Z lie s got whiskers and ears

and ty''' t,4 't. ht. trIr 'IrTnt$ P"--)Ple give him 'Bobby was the one to

start the nice 01-,eme

I
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. These tw,, zyo animals- were created by a twelve-year-old .trainab.e n:erlui
handicapped bog ,top, and a twelve tear o:d Down s svidromedairi itx-,-orkr
The boy remarked about his work He sgoi whiskers and ears and two bag
teeth for _arrcts pwGple gave him The girl said this abcut her p char,. pc,.t..?,

Watts big tree bg qui feeding rabbit Obv:ousli the art activity tnggeres
spontaneous language
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In picture B Mary first drew a rabbit looked over ar.ct saw Prbr .

had pipe and small paper squares and pr,...,ceeded droll
ter ratb.' up pabbl. Watts -bg treebig girt f rabbit
Mary was Jeri pro of her w,,orK and watone Qs the:4st ores t:

in p.cure limmy made d cat To desonbe his worA.Lar.r- y said
This 4S,,a :Pat with ears and whiskers Here s the sun pointir.g the
ye".ow a star red yarn, cause it s the hest picture lf,..er
2. ; rrirn y s a rather nIgn functionIng-student inrr.y r-../ror-, arid was
/err pieased w.th his gipas limmy also did pictiri.-, , I.3 an
e.ephant w.th c g a nose an too at He was not /err/ pieased
or.tr, tis p.z.-^..re arid thus a,ci no' want it hung

PAcure .1.--.'was done by RIcky a boy who tics a rery short ig
a..er.t.on span arid d.th cuiy wvn:ine rhotc.,r skirls He workrd .Ong and
hard +,-,-,creae. his 1. Lunt ne called ills picu:e He was VERY

P. c' ,are F was Erri.iy She weri..wo g;ea. or. wr.ere
raLre+ rigni r.ariol corner eras to ...e uht, re

'he ;:::q Easter baset in tr.e site with alt the eggs he can eat
cats a r.d rabbits were NOT in the storyPut

sa.d dunr.g stly ne ...awed cats and rabbets tor'fr.e.zo,D
V%k As s:/rne what of a beha pkblerW.iwaS aeserAt

tn.s Jai B.Jcb f a -'d Jemmy are to.c of the h.gher fun:taoriing students
rn .sr area but all the children seemed to do quite well on this

p :. e7' 7., nrig s'cri trr.e the next day ch.ose. torefeil zci_-)

tteir -Join p.ctures and their own words The zt-iry Was
changed but the concept of animals in cages a nd people

istt.r.g the zo":, was retained
in---conrikusorneel--4,rarntinetesson. found that by

71'.1 tne pirarr.F...fers rot an art lesson and pro riding tasi(... skill
instruc ns rny tra.riable mentally handicapped students can Le

wt.- rea'i re and produce enioyable works in their own hgtakt
hay. a .ota..y structured lesson I definitely am anx -_,usto try

wi'l'l v jr.

4;

a F.,,jior , t71-4. ..os r tr) cil.11" lit the s,.11 exarnp
h 4.x xrr 101.4,1 dt s'n'Prreli.n+ Ail r

Arta r, ...01^Ar-
4.



Resources.
Art for the Handicapped Workshop Dr Frances E Ahderscn Jose

Colchado and Pat McAnafly .

Birdwell, Norman The Zara Zoos 1963
Cokhado Jose Acnties In 'Art Developmental Copyright 1978
Early Childhood Curnculurn for the Handicapped S1RSEA

'Southwest Illinois Regional Special Education Ass,...-nasion
Cahokte Illinois 1978
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CAR ON ENLARGEMENT
USI THE GRID METHOD

Carolyh Henry
Teaching Area. Math Including the Educable
Mentally Handicapped and Learning Disabled

. .
Th» report by a participant who is a teacher of secondary-level
Learning disabiiities stude is describes a method of integrating art
and rialki Although ther will be debate from some art educators
ai.A.dut the seeming lack of spontaneity and creative expression
irtherent in this kind of act .tity there are several.imporian ctors that
,,arinot b%J i'verixiked First, students in general and, more i n, those
with a.handi,,appingcondltion, at this age are very self- conscious
about tt-eir work Thus any technique which can overcome this self-

.iri...iou,rif,..1 and cariinvolve students is an important instructional
otra'egy M_,re,,rer, when students eecome involved to the extent that
they are ri_, longer sf,.11 conscious about their WO k, but rather are
ak...tualli proud .4, their work, a significant chari je in self-attitude

curs Finally students who can overcome their nability to draw
re,y,gnizabie subects . via the grid method or some other method.
su-ki as phoi,...,graphy) can go beyond these methods to create mature
Lorripositions by rearranging these enlarged borrowed' forms In
tact this is how many contemporary muralists work Therefore, the
editAs- ad 4,.,cate an approach which meets the student at his, her
tevel of need -in this case the need to produce recognizable
drawings with a minimum of frustration Of course, the key is to
en.-ourage students once they have mastered the technique, to go
lurther and ,o de§ign their own compositions using this process

k
Ha dir.,j a master s degree in art education with certification and

.erai rears teaching expenepoe in special,education. I aln well
aware vi rue directed art ex pe herices (Ion have in the education of
nancii,Apped students Presently, I teach math, grades nine through
twelve to , AdS-S.:4S educable mentally handicapped and learning
di.,4k.ded F:tuderos at the lxine,hier Edison Complex in Springfield.

The adrriini.,tratiLn is both supportive and encouraging of all
elfortf, expand the knowledge and creative poteptols of
fiemdirfapp,d stud tints

Dirc.oted art experiences can be used to teach initial or deficient
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skills /4.-rtan also be used to reinforcean math cori,,ept in a re,: aril
highly motivating way

in the past Itiave used cardEcard weav,ing construncn paper
weaving and string all to help students understand and practi.7e -uier
measurements This kedir' wanted to try enlarging cartoon pictures
using the grid methwilich;would'briable each student t
manipulative practice with the 11,11e1 in a practical applica..ori T, s.
activity eras used to follow up and re,inforce a un..t onEngiiji
measurement

This art experience fisted one week The students
ahead of time 'to bring in their avoWte =cartoon picture Th' daj rfv
were to begin I supplied extra funny papers arid 'tC3 for
those students who were forgetful or unakie to find a picture they '
liked I also provided a step by step example of a cal-icon picture
which had been enlarged by the grid method to provide motivation
and direction Almost etery student approached fhis art experti,:e
with a positive attitude I did have some student's express concern
about their drawing ability However constant encouragement and
the structuring of this grid method was effective in calming any
personal uncertainties The following is.a-ciaily-diary of events

MondayStudents taped cartoon pictures to notebook
paper, drew quarter inch grid squares on top of their comic
with pencil, and then numbered each square,across the top
and down the left side
TuesdayStudents detided how large their picture could
be blown,up in relationship to the size paper on they
wanted tci draw it, and then began drawing an appilopriate
sized grid system onto th.eir drawing paper
WedneldayStudents began drawing their picture
square-by-square lightly with pencil
ThursdayStyidents continued working on their drawings
and then blgan outlining details with a. black marker Efforts
were made to encourage neat and attractive lettering After
each, student finished the outlining procedure, he/ she
began erasing all grid lines from his/her paper and then
could trim his/her picture to its appropriate size
FridayStudents colored their drawings with attention to
neatness and gcod coloring techniques. using water' color

0 pencils Each student was allowed to select colored
construction paper and was shown how to make cl simples .
background matt for his; her own drawing All finished work"
was shown and admired by classmates and was displayed on
a large bulletin board of the back of the cretass..etftstudents
decided to have their pictures laminated by the c ()operative
scbcol library
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This at experience provided a refreshing break from the
tedi)us academic realm of mathematics It helped each

stude'rit suengthen his.. her self-image through a positive creative
aTliiity wfli n prcitilded a pleasing finished product of which most
sfix.fents were very proud It should be -noted awl much individual
help with each handicapped student is necessary to assure success
with thi4; art ewpeneLce.,.

r m the results of this art expenwice with handicapped students
it p directed art activities could be of specific value"'
iii t,Pac.,nin.) practical- rnathemattcal concepts to special children
ciltanateiy art can pruilde enjoyable life experiences a sense 01
.:reati/i#y ani sell worth build spatial concepts visual perception
ant* verbalization skills besides reaching the student on a basic,
sensory-motor level through sensory stimulation

LOVE

TIES

. i
art

Thi,.,-.norqcoi the smaller cartoora shown to the left was done by a
e,*-1 .Ptirninq disabX.d student during his math class This

r, 5 ry rnr_ti,vatm4 teach the use of a ruler Students-
!, It A. iraw was olimiriated The ,a .,pportant part of the, ead i`entsuse this techniselo care pose thee} own
p- 5 j ,n3 parts of other drawings

. Ite apses
AlfrOffl Art for the Excephonat Boulder CO Pruett Publishing

1'471
F A Th.-rapeuti, Creative d Unit for Children with Learning

Ar.ariewne rherapy,7 197.2
1Pw--41.1-1. 'reahve and Mental Growth 3rd edition New 'Pork,

N Mar Mill ri eprnpany 1957- /
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FROM THOUGHT$ TO REALITY THROUGHART
Dianne Cinkovich

Teaching Area Teac her; Aide for Tlurd.Fourth and Fifth Grades
Including Behavior Disabilities, Learning Disabilities,

Hokanng-Loss and Cerebral Palsy

This account by an aide who teac hes art part-t. illustrates the
tremendQus value which art has in transforming ostract ideas and
concepts into the more concrete therefore, in understood form
This process is demonstrated via several activities, ifichding
mapmaking researching and recording historical events in proper
sequence Ways in which the &nip] fold and d e activity can assist
with following directions, sequencing rig are also discussed
The results are impressive in their own right, and additional evidence
of, the value of art is provided in the postscript written by the regular
classroom teacher

am a teachers aide in the_Roanok.e-Benson 171Uitl-Unit looped in
Sowers Elementafy School in Roanok Illinois I teach art 'on
Thursdays,ancl Fridays in the Multi-Unit (ti combined fourth.and fifth
grade) And 1 teach art in the third grade once a month.

During the last three weeks I have been wolgiurioy<dh a boy. Nick,
who has mild cerebralpalsy and is classified asa child with learning
disabilities In addition to working,withNick,I have been working-with
seven other handicapped students The lessons were ifsed to reinforce
material covered in their social studies These students have several
handicapping c,onditions, including learning disabilities, behavjoral
disorders and severe hearing losses

The Multi Unit is, an integrated unit created by combining-five
teachers' homerooms consisting of either all fourth or all fifth graders
These students remain 'in their respective areas for reading and
'language All remaining ~lasses are taught with a.mixture of fourth
and fifth graders.

Area number Four, in which I work, consists of below grade-level
readers The art class is set up to accommodate the low-level reader I
divide the class into small groups of seven, and pla'n lessons aimed to
help them with secluenting, recording, perceRtual training and eye-
hand -coordination These things are accomplished while the child a
concentrating on making an artistic statement Ily,carelul planning,
results are encouraging and are immediately rewarding to the child

The following are experiences with Children 'fronf special

9,5
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edu1/4ativri low level readers art and a regular class of social studies .
They will illustrate how THOUGHTS can be brought to REALITY
THROUGHART ,

The, /first experience I would like to share is one with the special
education class of which Nick is a part The art project Was planne0 to
prove that .a globe was better than a flat map To illustrate, I cuta
grapefruit in half and oleaned out all the meat and membrane Then I
drew' the northern hemitphere on one half and the southern
hemisphere on the other hall By placing the grapefruit halves
together, I made a globe The children recognized the globe andI had
their attention completely After accomplishing that small feat I then
stated thit a globe was better than a flat map

NoW they began to question hold come and why'?" To prove the
point I mashed the grapekuit flat This caused the grapefruit to split .

l'iVe then talked about the changes that had taken place Nick still was
not ,l)n , ,riced so we blew up balloons and drew with magic markers
portion, of the globe Letting the balloons down slowly and pressing,
N1UK no+iced that the relations hiPs of the land masses were changing
After ine atioons were put away, I asked how.glc..bes were better than
flat maps Everyone could tell me, including Nick This activity took
about thirty minutes ,

The social studies Lidsst the regular setting alsoliad been
learning map skills The' aere using ^a regular textbook for the first
time and were not shows fig much unierstanding Their teaoher,Nr
JO= Byrne and I decided to add some spark with an art project I
prepared a lesson Vn reading mater)al they were i.i.sPposed to have
coriereci on maps These lessons dere about histoncal trade routes
and needsfor new trade routes

We started,by counting. off into groups of fire Then each group
was assigned a-question Group one Why do we have maps' Group
two What was the first kind of map' Group three What was the first
trade route to the East Indies? Group four Why did they change their
route) Groyp five What new route came from the need to change2

The groups were told they could draw anyiklund of picture to tell
the answer to their question The individuals in the groups could work
independently or as a group-All groups except one had to research
their textbooks Soon answe'ss were found: and the children started
drawing their pictures ,, .

; A piece of muslin was dMded into five equal parts and
numerically identified ;with The question Each [group was then ,

supplied with fabric crayons to color their wok Each child found
excitement in drawing and coloring their versiWpf IV historic past

Children in corresponding numbered groups then ironed on
their designs As the first one was completed. t.was met with 000 'sand

.0 w s . . -
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While making an artistic statement with line and color on
the children also learned how to do research using their text and
record events in sequence Not only did they learn the answers to their
assigned questions, but because of wanting to, see each other's art
work, they asked questions of one another This questioning led tb
sharing of information each had acquired

SoAlistudies took us on yet another adventure in'The area of
maps The 'special education class of Miss Barb Landes, and
particularly Nick, and of her students, were needing some help to
understand that Roanoke, Illinois, did not make up thF whole world
and that not all landswas flat ,rather. that there are mountainws, hills,
plateaus and lakes) This matenal had been presented during the
class using more traditional teaching methods, but there nos 43 need to
make the information more concrete

Through this need, the relief map project was developed Boards
were cut into loutteen and one -half inch by sixteen and one-hail inch
rectangles The United States and Mexico were outlined in black
rrrarker Then each child was allowed to pick several p ;eces of

Students were having trouble understanding basic map concepts
This relief map was one of several types of art projects constructed by
a group of fourth and fifth-grade students with learning disahthties,
behavior disorders, hearing losses and orthopedic handicaps This is
a graphic fixtonple of ways art'can bndge the gap between the
abstract aria the concrete in social studies
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different fabric Using a three-loot by four .- foot relief map, Miss Landes
went over the different land masses with the children

Then I gave them some watered-down white gl in whichlo soak
their -pieces of material After squeezing excess glue out of the
material the children could manipulate it into mountains, hills, flat
lands and plateaus We discovered that Nick did not know the
difference between flat acid hilly 501 tracing' his fingers over the, flat
areas and hilly areas on the reji.ei map, Nick soon learned the

difference At first I had to show Nick how to form his mountains, but
soon he was doingett independently

Being,able to manipulate the materials with their hands to form
mountains hills etc the children were able to understand the world
kieyond them as well as helping them to differentiate and recognize
different areas on a regular map These students were given a written
test on this rterial and most scored over ninety percent

Lea. A hg the world of maps and entering the world of reading, we*
land our next art experience in the area of folding and dying Since the
art- class participated in this activity I wor.ked with Nick on a one-to-
one basis at first I had one completed model to show Nick then I
worked, along beside him showing him step-by -stelo what the
sequence was tote Instead of folding the material Nick crumpled it
He then dipped the same area into all three dyes available The colors
of the dyes had been chosen for esthetic value To help Nick realize
that there was a certain sequence, I had him stop and write each step
down Next he completed each-:step In the end he proclaimed, 'Wow:.
I made something really nice

Four days 4at4r whep the art class met and did a fold and dye
activity I gave the instructiojis once and then illustrated each step
After the children had folded and dipped, the material, they laid it
down on a prepared piece of white paper Next the children were
asked to write instructions-on h9w to,do their particular.design

The next day we lifted the designs off the white paper Mel
childrenwere pleased and amazed to find th' print left on the white
sheet I told them there Asa mystery about our prints Soon someone
fouhd a picture in another s print Then everyone worked on finding

m the mystery in his °ern print We all enxiyed seeing what pictures and
patterns ve could find

I asked the children to read their directions on how to make their
designs Could they n\ake the designs from their own directions'
Everyone agreed they could not So' each child rewrote his
instruction) so that another person could follow them and come out
with good results

ViAtth Nick mainstreamed' into this art class, I got to repeal this
activity with him Vick remembered how to fold the material instead of
crwripling it He did remember h9w he gut his design and could relay
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that through' Sequencing .ond pattern search each were
necessary skil that were used and therefore strengthened

The closing activity I will share with you is one of particular
importance to Nick He had.nel/er been able to retell a story in proper
sequence without prompting until we did a chalk puzzle together
Nick read the story aloud, then' he and I drew out the main ideas in
each paragrapt on pre-cut poster board in chalk The bOard was cut
so that the pieces wo ukt lit to make a train Alter we were through, Nick
could tell us the story from beginning to end

Truly after these experiences, I am convinced the teacher has
valuable tool in art which can help transforl thoughts into reality

Postscript
Ms Barb Landes, I I teacher.

Roanoke-Benson, IL

Dianne s ideas and projects with my special education classes
have neiped to con gime me that art can be an effective tool in helping
children grasp concepts in the basic content areas Two projects were
especially helpful When we were studying mapskills, bianne helped
the children acquire topographical skills by constructing mountains,
plateau, prairie and coastal regiont from materiel squares dipped in
glue This concrete representation constructed by the students
themselves gave the students a deeper understanding of

topographical concepts than could be acquired by dibcussion
' Another highlight came in reading One of my students, Nick,

had never been able to retell a story he read i4ithout verbal
promptings Together, Nick and Dianne drew a chalk puzzle which

14. Nick put together He retold the story in correct sequence with no
verbal promptings This is quite an accomplishment

Dianne s patience, concern for the children, enthusiasm and
planning have added to the effectivenesS of the lessons I appreciate

-
htr help and hope to continue the use of art in the classroorri

, 7

Resources
Art for the Handicapped Workshop, Dr Frances Anderson, Pat

McAnally first two sessions in January
Activities in Art, by Jose D' Colchado, Developmental Copyright,

1978
Bible, God, Version set forth 1611 A D
Art League, 1978
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THE SHAPES AND Co L6RS
Martha'Esper

Teachineg Area Special Education, Educable Mentally
Haqicapped and Learning Disabilities

In this report we gain some understanding of the many opportunities
that inset be provided so that a learning disabled child can have
enough motivated practice to retain basic information about shapes

.and colors It takes time patience and a lot of prachce for learning to
be effective Art is one vehicle through which basic concepts such as
color and shape names can be learned Moreover, art can offer
powerful momation, both through active manipulation of matenals
and through a vaned use of different tools and processes

i
As a special education resource teacher. I work with fifteen

children at Slade Elementary School in E St Lows, Illinois The
children 'wail whom I work are learning disabled and educable
mentally handicapped et

The reaming disabilities classes and the educable mentally
handicapped classes have marty different children An average
resource room of twenty to twenty-five children contains twenty to
twenty. -five unique individuals with abilities and disabilities Therapy
for achild in i; classroom of ten or in a resource roothitf more must
include a highly motivated system of alternatives It must be,
structured enough r-c) that the teacher knows exactly how the child's
learning processes are developing and understands ,how each
actitntj, affects the learning process I must know the individual
abilitiesond disabilities to the point where I can predict iv; w the child
will deal with the learning activities that are presented to him

The art presented here offers exactly the defined structure that is C
needed for t e learning disabled child and for the educable mentally
hdraterappe child Alsotart activities are correlatedwith academic
concepts .

Mike is one of my new students this year He is only seven years
old He functions at the level of a five year old and is repeatidg the first
grade .

Make is -described as a -Child who seems to have a negative
attitude toward school Mike is a lnendly and quiet chitdwith a
performance score within the low average i or dull normal
classification of Intellectual ability

t_
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One important goal is for Mike to achiev success at the
readiness level in reading One task in reading rea nets Plat he must
accomplish is the identification of shapes and c n order to
prepare Mike for the art project he was given regiven a review of colors and
shapes These review lessons were done in a two-week peiod, thirty
minutes each day.

I held up the pnrnary dolgis from a box of crayons and named
each cohir for himHe was ased to repeat the colors Mike was asked
to locate the pnmary colors in the roomil e , a red coat Slack paper
and a blue book shelf) I held up the crayons again and asked him to
identify the colors He had forgotten the color blue I repeated the color
blue and asked him to locate two objects in the room that were blue
Mike was given a ditto sheet Kith two circles on it He was asked to
:Moose two primary colors from the crayon box to use in colonng'the
circles The colors he chose were blue and red

Mike was asked tp identify the shapes from the previousday He
was.able to identify the circle I presented and named objects that
were the basi: shapes tsguare rectangle, triangle) and presented
large cardboard models for him to trace as he said t$ names

Mi ke 'was shown a shape on the overhead for tweiAr seconds The
shape wad's the covered and the 'child identified the shape of the
object shown

After a senes of lessons On shape recognition and c olor iden-
tification till% seven year old learning disabled student was
given an, opp&tunity to apply hi new knowledge in an art
activity In this drawing en foil, the artist inclyaded several
circles aridsquaresand most importantly, integr6ted them into
a coherent composition

,
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After the two-week period. Mike was ready for the art activity The
activity I used to reinforce his identification of colors and shapes was
the marker drawing on foil Mike was given a piece of cardboard and
aluminum foil He covered the cardboard with the foil and then taped
it down on the back He was instructed to follow directions Helped a
pencil with a rounded point to mark the foil with the shag The
shapes were used to indicate the area to be colored Mike colored the
shapes with the permanent markers I used the markers as another
chance to help Mike with his color identitication Mike was very
excited abput using the markers He seemed to be creative with the
shapes he had done He other pictures from the shapes Theo
markers helped motivate Mike, since he doel not get ,to use markers
very often

Resource
Actiwtp, w] Art lose E Colchado, developmental copyright 1978



ART AS AN AID TO REASONING,
MEASUREMENT AND PLACEMENT ORDER

Emil R. Proska
Teaching Area: Art Including the
Educable Mentally Handicapped

Art activities, not only focus on personal expression and the creative
process, art activities also can emphasize measurement and
proportion In this report of a junior high school art class of fourteen
educable mentally handicapped students, the art teacher dem-
onstrates how problem solving and logical reasoning are major
outcomes of a challenging three-dimensional paper. construction
project

I accidently met a young man recently who is now a frpshman in
high school He came to my art class as an eighth-grade special
education student who had behavior problems These problerris were
ethibited in violent eruptions of temper, throwing stools and fighting.
He proudly told me that he was taking drafting and that he was very
thankful that I had taught him how to use a ruler He said that he
remembered everything about getting lines straight and parallel and
how to do perspective All the time I Thought he had learned nothing. His parting words were, 'Don t let those kids get to you, Mr Proska

They' always do, but do I really get to them' I hope the following is
an example of one of the ways I did get to my students The activity is
an example of an integrated art and merement activity requiring
placement and reasoning It occured my educable mentally
handicapped intermediatelevel art class

This study group is comprised of fourteen students, ages ten to
twelve, with difficulties in speech, emotional control, motor skills and
eye hand coordination One student is sullen and silent and others are
argumentative and talkative Attention span with some is extremely
short Expectation and success levels are very different for all
students

However, even with these diverse abilities and handicaps, the
entire group works willingly at art activities Therefote, an art project
was selected that might help students improve th.e weakest of abilities,
th-al of abstract reasoning Other leamings that should be included
are following simple directions, manual controls, use of a ruler to draw
a line, use of mathematics, use of rhythm and,repetition and, finally,
the technique of using a pattern in different ways
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By trial and `era)r or through discovery, the, students were to
recognize an error while planning and 0 make corrections The plate
was for the students, working with a flat paperand folding it to create a
three-dimensional model, to construct a two-story building with a slant
roof and ten/windows and two doors

Work periods consisted of forty-hve minutes each A partially-
_ complet&rnodel was, shown to the students to arouse interest and

also to give them some idea of th4 results expected Each student was
given a pre-cut pattern of the building which showed peaks and
fastening tabs

The total second forty-five &flute period was used encouraging
the students to complete the texture of the building, to cut the windows
and doors and to attach the roof

Folding on the lines 'after they ned where to make them I
appeared to be more difficult for the girl's than for the boys Two of the
girls had to be assisted to get them folded in the correct place Rad, a
withdrawn boy who could not or would not reason out the placement
of the.doors and windows without the assistance of the model, was the
only student to figure out that putting in tissue.for fhe windows could.
be cLrie more easily workirtg with the paper flat than after the building
was folded into a three-dimensional position He also was able to
create a good texture for wood and stone. At the Same time, Tony, who
is considered one of the less able students in class, finished his model
before anyone else He became impatient with the glue process and
Insisted on using a stapler He had trouble making the cone cap fit the
tower, so he reasoned out how to cut a V into the cone so it would
match the roof slant of the main building This solution was a
remarkable feat for him While Tony is less able with regular school
work he always works very quickly with art He wants to get fini;hed
no matter what' His example is the darker one_

At the end of a one-and-a-half-hour work time, only Tony had
completed the entire project Four others had the building folded and
glued and the others were still in the process onolding Finally, three
students had still not completed the texture problem They had been
very busy teasing each other while working I have observed that this
type of teasing is a common characteristic All of the students want to
finish the project which is a remarkable carry-over since this will

involve three weeks time The - project is only done during art periods
However; at this time the students were not instructed in regard to

folding procedures Instead, they were given one rectangle shape that
represented the size of the windows and another for the doors They

were then to plan the placement of these for a two story building This
was a skill challenge as well since they had to trace around the pattern
with a pencil ft requried ten windows and two doors

As students were working, they were reminded that this was tobe



a folding pipdel and would show lour sides of the building Folds
should not occur through the windows To help them reason, this out
they were shown how they could use the ruler to drop vertical lines on
the plan at the point where the peak roof and the flat wall met There
Was an itidicator cut there created by the tab Then they were shown
that if a line were dra Kri horizontally on the plan, it would help them
locate the fold for the tab

,Locating the position and dropping the lines ova difficult for the
students Discovery was really. taking place in regard to plan and
A ts use The students recognized that some doors or windows were not
positioned very well and therefore had to make changes The idea that
ten windows were required had to be reinforced several times .

It was very difficult for the students to visualize wood and stone
texture This concept had to be taught on do individual bas by
demonstration and explanatiorrAs to how repetition of a line crew- a
pattern Considerable encouragement was necessary t6 -get th
students to stick with the work of drawing these patterns of stone or
wood They were beginning to get in a hurry and lose-patience with
the project It was time to stop le protect for the first forty five minute
period 4 $

..
1
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Th se paper castles were completed by two boys in an in
term ;ate class for students with low mental abilities This protect

.iocIud work in design Measurement, placernent fotcbna, cut
ring and g ing 1

..
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Students were told not shown, that windows could be out in
different ways completely out made to open on the side, made to
open in the middle and act as shutters Window space would he
replaced with tissue They exhibited extreme difficulty with the idea 31
dividing the spate with two opening shutters The doors did not give
them the SdrIFQ thlficulty All but one student had located the doors on
the bottom of the plan and therefore were able to cut slits and make the
door open

The,students had to be taught how to Make a cylinder and bow to
make a cone even though they were eleven years of age How much
they .will retain from this experience is only guess work Hopefully
the students will also teeL.the way my former eighth-grade student
did about ins art learning experience

I V 7
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PAPER WEAVING;
Mildred Scott,

Teaoh'ng Area. Special Education, Primary Educable
- Mentally Handicapped

1

In this report, the teacheriirscusses ways t6 teach specific language
concepts through an art activity Paper weaving is often considered
by art educators to be a less creative"' activity because it focuses on
teaching a basic skill Its important w iienever a teacher is deveroping
such to provide choices within the basic art instruction and
to provid.e opportunities for the learner to go beyond basic skill
development to demonstrate the skill through individual creative use
cif the skill acquired Here the teacher provides such choices through
the activity ,

*** * * * * * *

My proiect was done at Sheridan School in Bloomington, Illinois,
as part of my weekly lesson plans The children I work .With are'
mentally retarded, their ages are seven through nine Art is part of the
weekly c"urriculuin for my children Since we .are self-contained and

' we db not have a special art teacher, I have art at leap, twice a week
and ,sometimes *three times for forty-five to fifty-five minutes at a time

',Since the children are slower paced in their learning -Ind their
accomplishments, I find art to be an avenue for the release of their
feelings It was their work, their ideas and their effort that wentintothe
projects Most of "he children usually are:very proud of the elid
product and are eager to take it home to share with their families or
with their bus riders and bus driver '`

Although the project was done with all nine of my children, I
focused son Tillie She is eight years old Tillie is very active, about
twenty minutes is the longest that she can sit quietly and work She is
in constant need of praise and reassurance Tillie, at the age of three,
was placed in the hospital as very undernourished Upon leaving the
hospital, she was placed with he aunt, uncle and their three children
She attended our preschool special education class, one-half year
ci kindergarten and 4bout nine weeks of first grade, before entering
my class For the lad year and a half in my program, I have seen
constant improvement in her work

The children in my program have failed many times in regular
classes I feel that by the time they are placed with me. the number of
failures outweigh the successes These children. need activities in,
which they can succeed Art is one way to overcome some of their past
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'experrenoes of iadure. One of the cono pts on which we were working

, during this lesson was over, and;unde4 I do many things to try to get. .

eraser under the table, holdmil a toy car over the table, place n
"the childreu to understand overt and der I have them go under.a

chair,
. .,- ,

i, a book orrera chair In weaving they act011y see the pattern over and
. ynder makes Also. they were4o chooser ree colors that would make

(a nice pattern We talked about whet ekes a good design, Upon
.

oorripletirig the mat the children count ,the number of strips th
used How many strips do you have all to ether? How many st

-each yolor?' I asked. Some of the childre 'discovered the geoinetric f
-shape that the weawng developed

" +ti
. . t ),

.
, .

a.

impte paper weaving c9n leach a 141itA things, such as
unting, language. readitig ,,readiness and ,fine, motor

coordination This weaving Vas created by an eight-year-old
mentally retardedgin.a self.conlatned classroom

r f

r "
A.

A
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The children were to make a place mjfor themselves to be used
at their Vaterpeparty Eac#1 child was given a pre-cut piece of paper
that was to be used as the main part of thedmat They were,to choose . .

strips of two ouloris to do the actual weaving As a class, we talked'
, -about the over, under concept I demonsttated it by actually showing

one strip of paper being placed over.the first attactied strip and under
the second This was continued until the individual strip was woven
across the paper We then examined the finished product having the 9 ,

chile en repeal the worts ';,,over" and ''uridei" as I pointed to each
strip. The children were then told to pick up their mat and one strip of

- -
, . .,.". . -.
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paper We all started together by going over the first, thenerunder the
warp strip Whil4 we completed the first strip, we said out loud

e er 'over' or "duAr After that they were told that they could use
their strips to makea design going under and over Each,child vforked

. at his own pace and was free to ask for assistance.when rieedqd ThZy.
needed a lot of help in doing the swond strip because of the pattern

. alternation
. Since we are a small group, I like for them to sit on the floor in a
circle so' that I may be of more assistante and assist a little quicker
then if I had to walk all around the room Tillie kept asking for helpas
she wove her second and third weft strip By the time she started her P
fourth one, she was able to complete ii by herself She was very proud
of her mat upon completion andlanted to do another one, but there
was not enough time One little boy was having an awful time, so I
assigned Tillie to help urn by saying over'and under for him

I feel that the children hada better understanding of the concepts
of -over,'under They were delighted to see the color pattern into which
their- weaving developed Their mats added a nice feeling to'tur
Valentin' e party I could 'see. a sense of pride in the children as we

.prepared for our treats

Resources
Past experience
The DevelopMental Leartang Material Weaving Mats

es'
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A CHRISTMAS PRINTING ACTIVITY
Jams F. Weaver

Teaching Area. Special Education, Physically Handicapped

... This report by a teacher of physically handicapped children
describes several types of printing activities tilta can be adapted for
students who have very limited:use of their harrds If students cannot
cut their own shapes for use in stencil or sponge pnnting, a variety of
pre-cut shapes can be prepared by students or adults who do have the
ability to use cutting tools In using this approach, d will be important to
offer several choices to each student, choice§ in terms of a variety of
shapes colored popes for printing and colors of tempera to be used ma
the actual pnnting Punting can assist the student in furtifer
developing his, her abilities to sequence from left to right (important
for reading readiness) and to develop pattern concepts which are
important lo; the developmenl of more abstract mathematical
concepts 9

This report was wntten by Jams F Weaver, a teacher of the
physically, handicapped at John F Kennedy School in E St Lows,
Illinois Kennedy Elementary School includes grades two throuc)h five
with two classrooms tsi physically' handicapped chil3ren The
children m the physically handicappectrcoms range in ege from five.
to fourteen years Many at the physically handicapped children are
mainstreamed with the regular elementary students at Kennedy
Some of the handicapping conditions which these children have are
hemophilia cerebral palsy, muscular dystrophy and spina Lack

My held assignment was done with Jeffery, a ten year-old tnplegic
Jeffery is a cerebral palsied child who is spastic He wears long legged
braces and is confined to a wheelchair He is able to walk by using a .
walker Jeffery tas very little use of his left hand, but he has been able
to compensate He used both hands to move his wheelchair along, but
his right hand is doing most of the work

Jeffery is a very attentive child Although he only has the full use of
his right hand, he is an enthusiastic worker My purpose in the
activities was to provide experiences of' self-expression for Jeffery,
along with motor development .Other concepts to be worked on were
color perception, shape discrimination and visual motor integration

Many of these conotpts Ste important in reading readiness and in
writing Jeffery has many problems in these areas, he has perceptual
problems and fine motor problems
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After the Thanksgiving holidays, we started talking about the

coming. of Christmas and what we would like to ma'e for Mom and
Dad for presents Many children said they slirould also like to make
Chnstrnas cards this year One child mentioned he would like to give
his pdrents something he made all by grn1/41self

' We decided to make Christmas treidrnanritis, and the children
would print their own wrapping paper, using tissiib paper. sponges
iChnstmas tree shaped/ anSterripera paint In addition to correlating
the Christmas wrapping paper printing actrvity to reading readiness
and writing (Joan perception or shape discrimination, and color
Iscnminandril,tfus al:ti wily can also be correlated With social studies
This is the time of yedtVex-wilt Joe talkingbout Christmas customs in
other lands and in the United States Jeffeity decided he wanted to use
Christmas colors and chose green tissue paper 'Fore...Mild likeJeffery
who has Mainly the use of only his nghl hand, this is a very good
ektivity because it requires motor introlvemenbacolor peiceptrirn and
shape discrimination

Jeffery informed-me that he liked 0 papit anti he was anxious to
get started AB he dipped the sponge shaped like a Chnstmas tree in
the tempera apd started pnnting on the /Inv paper, his face lit up
with delight He had a big smile He really enjoyed the activity

.

This is a sponge pnnting done by a ran-year-old cerebral palsied
student who has limited use of only one hand The shape he used
for pnnting was prepared for bra by sOrneone else, but all other
design decisions were made by him The teacher related this_ _
activity to a social studies unit on Christmas hero and overseas
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Jeffery identified the colors we used and also the shape he saw id
the Christmas tree prtnt, which was a tnangle Jeffery works very
slowly and rests his left hand on the table as he manipulates
materials with his right hand

Next, we did another printing activity. Jeffer y'clecided'he wanted
to use an angel stencil to make a Christmas card like some of the other
children were making This time Jeffery had to manipulate the paint
brush to paint over the stencil to get it ready for printing on
construction paper 'His strokes were slow and deliberate and he
worked very carefully. Alter he finished going over the stencil with the
paint brush, Jeffery turned the stencil over on the construction paper
ands pressed He said, My Mama and Daddy are going to like my
card' The children could write their own Christmas greeting inside
the card

In warking wi th Jeffery, I noticed he always had a Very serious
expression on his lace while engaged in an activity But after he saw
the results of his printing, his smile texiiressioni showed he was quite
Pleased wilt& his work I tipinlofeffery felt a sense of sell worth in being
able to accomplish sornetnng himself I feel art is an extension of the
child doing the ad work The child is expressing himself and should be
given the opportunity to do and complete his art work on his own

. There may be many modifications to be made by the teacher
according to the child s handicap In working with a child who is
physically handicapped, rt may be necessary to make many
adjustments tri an art activity Since Jeffery is 1'14-sided this working
hand is on this side), it is necessary to put all the malerials on this side
in order that he may reach them The ter/chef should also make sure
the physically haydrcapped child has a oarntartabfe position for
sitting If the child is in a wheelchair it is necessary to see that he is
sitting close enough to the table or, if this is not possible, the arms of the
chair couldbe removed so he can sit comfortablyender the table II
none of these things work, the child could be given a troy labk to iable
that Ms over the arms of the wheelchair in order to work! It may also be
necessary to tape the paper in position so the paper doesn t move
constantly, or help the child changeghe position of the paper or art
project if needed

112
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INTEGRATING SOCIAL SCIENCE, SCIENCE,
MATH AND LANGUAGE ARTS THROUGH ART

George Newlands
Teaching Area Special Education, Behaviorally Disordered

This report by a teacher at a correctional institution provides an
extensive outline of suggestions for ways art can be integrated with
geography and history through a map-making activity A strong case
is made for the value okart activities to motivate to enhance learning
and to help establish ch)cd rapport between the teacher and the
student

I haiwe Leen teaching educable mentally handicapped and
beha vaorall y disordered children for the past eight years' M y students
are enrolled in the St Clair County Detention Home for vhnous
reasons but mainly for breaking the law Most students are cntical of
authority many are unrealistically confident in their academic
abilities Due to their truancy from school most of these students have
fallen behind their peers in the various skills The approach I have
taken to teaching is best expressed by the following

Tell me,` I forget
Show me, 1 remember ,

trivolVe meil understand- 45*--

Because of the em otional stress placed upon a child (12-16 years
old).entenng the St Clair County Detention Home, the prepared
Individualized Educational Plan (IEP) is based upon the positive
aspects of the child that will show he/she can achieve or be
suctessful In working with this type of person, I have found that by
using art in various ways the child becomes more easily relaxed and is
willing to work not realizing he, she is learning Rapport, which is
essential, is established through art

Three major oIxectives for this social science unit were
developed The students will

1 Identify the states and locate each state on the map
2 Identify the main products of eacitte
3 Relate the prdducts with the state re they are produced,.

devbloked, or manufactured by marVng the concentrated
areas for the products on the map

In accomplishing the.objectives, vanius activ ities occurred
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ART
1 Tracing, cutting and drawing of Jhe states and products

Learning fifty-four products that are ptoduced in the United
States and marking .the area of concentration of these
products on a snap

LNute The actual tracing drawing and cutting of material for a state or
product was a reinforcement )

SOCIAL SCIENCE
1 Learning the states by dividing them into geographic regions

e Southern. New England. Middle Atlantic. North. Central
and Western States to include Alaska and Hawaii)

2 Learning how the United States was developed, starting with
the Colonies

SCIENCE
1 Showing the difference in climate for the various regions in

the United States by using different symbols on theAmap
2 Learning the products that are formed in the mountain

regions and conducting a detailed study on mining
discovenng types of mining found in the Rocky Mountains

versus the types found in the Appalachian Mountains)
3 Learning which minerals are found in the Rocky Mountains

and which are found in the Appalachian Mountains.

LANGUAGE ARTS
,1 Wi-iting and spelling of the states capitals and products

2 Using reference lodoks to find specific facts and data about
the states and products.

MATHEMATICS
1 Solving word prqblems to determine when the various states

entered the Union
2 Compsnng the square footage of the various states
3 Comparing the square fodtage Alarms fo.und irr the East wilt

the square footage of farms found in the Midwest and Plain
States

4 Compaiihg-the population of states by establishing a bar
graph

To determine ii the main obiiectives were taught the students
were provided with a blank United States map and asked to fill in the
states and products found in each particular state The result should
indicate il.the main obiectives were accomplished or if that part of the
unit should be repeated

Note of Interest While cutting the materi al for the states, the
students noticed that Michigan was divided into two peninsulas Also
they wanted to know why Florida got most of the coastline on the Gulf
of Mexico while Georgia got none and Alabama got a short shoreline
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This visual illustrates the results of an integrated art and 'mull studies unit
on history and geography The map and the smallerdrawngs of each state s
major products was done by a group oi junior high-age student's who are
enrolled in a correctonal facility
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There are proposed activities or projects that can be/ sub-
sequently used with this unit of work
ART .-

%1 Draw, paint or use clay to illustrate the type of vehicles and
equipment used by Lewis and Clark in their trip west

2 Mark on a map the Sante Fe and Oregon Trails
LANGUAGE ARTS

1 Write the capitals of each state along.with two important cities
in each state

2 List the names and dates each state entered the Union -'
Psychologically, art has made 'a vast contribution to my class4 as

the majority of my students are not in the mood for conventional
cla4sroorn teaching techniques However, whbn art materials are
introduced and the students are required to create or design.a project
of their own selection, they each seem to become a different, relaxed
.peeson bdcause the end'result is his and his alone

Resources
Activities in Art, by lose D Colchado, 1978 (Section on Correlating_

Art Projects and Other SubjectsPnnting)
Art for the Handicapped ,Workshop, Series 1978-79, Illinois State

University
United States History Atlas, Hammond, Inc, 1971

a.
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ORAL COMPREHENSION,
MEMORY AND SEQUENCING
THROUGH ART ACTIVITIES -

Joseph T. Haefner
Teaching Area: Title One Reading

Including Learninr Mob lems.

In this account, the reading specialist describes ways a simple art
activity !waxed paper crayon laminations) con be ufied. in the best
sense to help a hearing impaired student practice his oral
comprehensi9n, sequencing and memory abilities All of these
abilities are important to developing reading skills and the art activity
offered a positive framework within which to practice.these other
academic skills The student also was enlarging hisown basic art skills
repertoire (Unfortungly the accompanying visual for this report
could not be reproduced due to technical problems )

This field assignment was done at Emerson School in Gc.inite
City Illinois Since I am a Title One Reading Teacher, the art protect
was Ticketed in the class of one of my reading students This class
consists predominantly of children with learning problems, but also
has children with hearing impairments, emotional and social needs
and children who have been mainstreamed from special education
classes A remedial format is used in their instruction since the
reading and math levels range from beginning-second-grade to
middle third-grade level Students ages range from nine years to
twelve and one half years The classroom is selfcontained and has
one teacher instructing twelve students

My student, whom I will refer to as E Z (these are not his real
initials) is a hard -of- hearing child E Z was born with a bilateral
congenital microtia with a concomitant bilateral conductive hearing
loss He wears a body and with a botie conduction receiver

In a classroom setting the teacher has to speak loudly and E Z, still
gels confused This confusion is more evident after oral group
instruction or group explanation of classroom assignor r nts He will
begin his work and, upon completion, he will havt cane the
assignment incorrectly Effort is made by the teacher, while teaching
and while assigning work, Co face E Z , who has mastered the skill of lip
reading He is also given individual instructions, and care is takento
see tha,t he understands what is required of him by the classroom
assignments
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Having failed repeated] in school, E Z accepts not owing what

Ls going on and occasionally turns down or turns off his=anng aid
and sometimes chooses not pay attention dunrig class His reading
level is 2 8 and his math level is 3 3 E Z s overall level of cognitive
_functioning is within the low average mental ability range His mental

age is two and ogealf years old
In my opinion art activities are tun even if what you create would

be classified as good, bad or indifferent It gives me a feeling of self

worth and self - satisfaction Transmitting these same feelings to my
students are worthwhile goals for any learning activity

My specific goaktior E Z with this art activity was better oral

comprehension It afforded me the opportunity to give verbal

L. instructions in a specific order In doing this, E Z needed to use
memory and sequencing An-addifitnal benefit derived from this art
actvity was vocabulary enrichment

In this paragraph I will describe the classroom procedure dunnti
the waxed paper and crayon laminations art activity Since the class
had previously studied leaves we took a short field trip to collect the

needea leaves for this project I then explained what was meant by a

waxed paper and crayon lamination and provided a visual example to
be hung upon the chalkboard I distributed, scissors, crayons and

waxed paper for each student Each student shaved /A selected
colors with the scissors Next, I demonstrated where the leaves
belonged in relation to their drawings if they were to be used as

taffleathers of a turkey
The students proceeded to take their leaves andplace them upon

their waxed paper and crayon shavings Having made this
arrangement, a second piece of waxed paper was placed over their
arrangements An iron was used to melt the crayons and seal their
pictures The construction paper was passed out and each student
traced the shape of a turkey on this piece of paper We cut from the
insidebot this paper around their tracing This left an opening in the

construction paper in the shape of a turkey The students then pasted

their waxed drawpgs to the construction paper This left them with a

finished turkey picture which they trimmed down to a desired site and
shape These were put up on the windows which allowed the light to

shine through The finished products made very beautiful

Thanksgiving decorations
Upon completion of this art activity both E Z and teacher were

fired, but this feeling of tiredness was coupled wit a feeling °to a lab
well done F4Lring this activity E 2 had to pay very loseattention not
only to my verbal commands but also to my phy teal movefnents He

attended to the tasks at hand with great concentration and diligence

The mood of the room was ioyf ul Everyone was willing to share not
only their thingsibut arso their time by trying to help eactiothe't do the
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best possible tub E s greatest thrill was being allowed to use the iron
while melting the crayons This responsibility offered him a great
sense of pride Cutting the form out from the inside of a paper proved'
tricky for E Z since he had trouble staying close to his traced outline
and since he had''a very lirruted skill in the use of scissors He also
'learned what happens when you choose mostly dark colgrs and have
too many crayon shavings
,' This art protect also afforded E Z an opportunity to work with

matenals found irk his environment, but in a new way Oral vocabulary.
ht.ing one of his weakestareas was enlarged during this art activity In
summation, ez could see his turk7y picture and realize he .clid it by
himself This realizatiCn made him proud and you could see this in his
face and actions

. .

. (
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ART AND THE BILINGUAL CHILD
Kathy Lilly

Teaching Area: Bilingual Tutor,
Kindergarten and First Grade

This report describes several ways art can be used to facilitate.
informal language expression This expres4on is especially difficult

for students who have language problems, and the power of al to
motivate a student is evidenced in this account Additionally, the
teacher relates one way to teach a science condept (melt) through a
simple art activity

We all know how self-defeating it is to have ideas which we
.cannot explain. It.is even more discouraging to a non-English-
speaking child in an American school

1 have been involved with children of this description since the
start of the school year 1978-1979 I am a tutor working with the
Bilingual Program, whictrtnna t of thg§pecialkducation Department.
of Spnngfield School District #186 1'

This report is part of the requirements for th4 Art for the
Handicapped Workshop provided through a grant from the Bureauef
Education for the Handicapped It will include information about the
Bilingual Program and the children involved, the objectives of the art

activity, and the process, res tilts and recoydenciations for the activity

I work with five non-English-speaking children Each child
receives one hour of individual instruction each day, five days cl week
Two of the children are enrolled in kindergarten half day. programs
The other three children are centered in the first grade classrooms at
Lincoln Elementary School (classified as a first grade center) These
three children spend the remainder of their day in a regular classroom
setting, with two of these children receiving other supportive services
besides those offered by my program

All of the children have languageshIndicaps of varyingdegrees
Becaugp the majority of their nucleus family do not speak English, the
children s command of the language centers around the help
received at school The sohool personnel, especially the classroom
teacherrs, are sensitive to the language difficulties of these students
and supportive of their efforts in language acquisition This

atmosphere has encouraged informal conversation with these
children and greatly helped heir self -nag&

The broad objectives pt t art activity I conducted wijh four of the
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live children were the same The specific goals I hoped to accomplish
with one particular child as a basis for this report will be explained
later '/

All of the children need to learn linguistic elements in an ordered
sequence which is.reinforced through 6e-quent practice But more
impbrtantly, they need to gain a f l for the ling uage through informal
crieans Art can fulfill this need in bilingual children My first goal, to
promote conversation throUgh questions, problem solving and
experimentation concurs with this statement For a young child,

art,becomes a problernsolving experien.ce for.the child" he
must -make decisions about the content,thid nature of the
product -the media to be . used, and the degree of ,
representation or abstraction to lie employed As the child
progressee. in his ability to respond to the cues provided by
the adult, he will identify each successive problem in his
attempt to express his perceptions and will try tentative
solutions and evaluate them "1
The study of science is important for all chitit helps them to

realize-that living things and.the environment change 411 the time
S cience education emphasizes the process approach which allows
children to develop skills in observation, description problem
solving classification, seeing relationships, logical reasoning and
inferring z,Mii second goal, to facilitate understanding of the Concept
melt, would hopefully develop the skills listed above, as Well as a

general interest in science
With the objectives o art activity as a background I will

outline the profile of one particular c ild l also will explain the process
of the art actkvify

Ling-Ping is a seven-year-old Korean boy on whom I expressly
wanted to locus my attention Even though he has been in thr-jilited
States less than a year, he has made remarkable progress in English
language acquisition He is able to ask and answer simple guest:ins
on a variety of subjects When he is unsure of his answer he will say I

forgot or I don t understand Ling-Ping is eager and motivated to
learn, mainly because his parents do not speak English and his '

younger sister has little language He has shown much imagination
and creativity both verbally and artistically He is alsg,receiving small
group help with a reading specialist '

It is with this background information in mind that I chose the
following art activity and goals to be accomplished The art activity
was waxed paper and mewed crayon laminations An exterisicn this '
activity was to mount the trtItedde'signs on five pieces of construction
paper to make five snowmen puppets Arid, as a Crther lesson Ling
Ping was to learn the fingerplay 'Five Little Snowmen Fat' (see

Resources) These-adaptations to the maul art activity, waxed paper
4 4
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and melted l NYUri laminations, would hopefully fulfill the go'als to
promote conversation through question, problem solving and

perimenta.tion, to facilitate. understanding of the concept melt' ,

and 1-ioromote correct pho- nelic pronunciation anti geguemcing while
learning the fingerplay 'o n;.

. .The tnatenals needed, included newspapers, iron, crayon
shavings waxed paler construction paPer, glue ancipopsicle sticks,

f I started the discuAion by showing Ling-Ping a bowl of snow
and a cup with an ice cube Both items had already started
melting He _pave a few explanationi of the process
vccurnhg, ' It is making water," It is snow AfteCit was
e-grablished tkat the snow and ice were melting, I asked him
what made them melt He replied, "The sk,Wr makes them
melt" When _asked, ''Why does the sun make the snow.

. outside melt'" he replied. "Because it is hot Ile was puzzled ,
and hesitant in his answers. We established the idea that the
ice cube and snow were melting inside the classroom
because of the heat coming froth the radiator.

2 We talked about an iron an its uses Ling-Ping knew that
An iron is.hot and You put it on clothes" But he dicrhot

know what' would happen ifithe iron was placed on small
pieces of crayon

,3 Next, I.ingying chose w ite, orange and red crayons from
which to make shaving fter he finished shaving the
crayons with scissors, he p aced the waxed paper on top of
the shavings and used newspaper as the final layer

'....4 With 'belp from me, Ling Ironed the newspaper withan
occasional look at the underneath activity Alter thie. first
sweep of the iron, he ,looked startled but.gave no verbal4.
dxplanatton When I asked hint what was happening, he
could not say After cueing him, he said with amazement,
-The crayon is'rnelting ". ''' . a

5 While the Axed paper and meted crayon picture was
cooling I explained-that he would mount five construction
paper snowmen on the melted crayon picture I thpn sang the

. Fide Little SnoOmen Fat' fingerplay Afterwards, I told Ling
Ping he could learn the song to share wit others by the

ii ' Iive.snowmen puppets

1-tf Ling-Ping proceeded to trace an ut out five snowmen
shapes from construction paper .

7 Then he added the features` (hat, mouth, nose, eyes) to each
..-snowman a

. it-8
When the puppets were cornpkted with all lheteatuies and
sticksj.ing-Ping recorded "Five Little ,Snowmen Fat .A

A
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tit must be noted that Ling-Ping has good fine m6tor coordination with
the scissors, km :16:4s his colors and does not always require a model to
follow)

These are Five Little Snowmen Fat .Whey were created by a seven-year-old
Korean boy who has been in a bilingual program for less than a year 'the art
achinty was aimed at teaching the concept of melt and to facilitate spun
taneous language

Ling-Ping did achieve the goals sei up for the art activity to
promote comerkation through questions, problem solving and
expenmentatton, to facilitate understanding of the concept "melt" to
promote correct phonetic. pronunciation and sequencing while
learning the fingerplay

ti After ouripour of instruction, we walked into the hallway to return

to his classroom Lin9-Pipg was carrying the bowl of half melted snow
He stopped, took a handful of snow and placed it on the radiator unit
He waited and then exclaimed, It is melting fast A few days after the
activity I asked him if the snag was melting outside He replied, "No "i
When I risked-Why, he replied, Why, because it is too, too Sold, it is not

sunny outside
Experimentation was part of the proess When Ling Ping looked

"'
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under the newspaper after the first pass of the iron, helooked startled
to see' only part of the ...rayon melted He responded by saying, Oh, I
see" and by ironing some more Then he replied, Now it is melting

Problem- solving occurred when Ling-Ping had to place five cut-
out snowmen on his waxed paper design so that they would all fit
After cutting out the snowmen he had to decide what kind et features
to add

1.4g.Fing talked More than usual during the entire art activity At
times he was eager to'explain his work but lacked the proper words to
do so With encouragement he formulated the following titles and
explanations for fiis puppets -

These are 'Five Little Snowmen Fat
#1 is Jimmy the Snowman
#2 is Friend Snowman (the moth is so small because he is very

happy)
#3 is King Snowman (he ig wearing a crown and has a pipe)
#4 is Silly Snowman (he has hat over his eyes acid d big mouth)
#5 is Father Snowman (he has a bxf nose)
Ling ping was very excited with his puppets and loudly sang the

fingerpfay that I helped him learn While cutting out the snowmen, he
made up another song to., the same melody using nonsense words
about boats on the water'

I feel this art activity promoted more language acquiseon in Ling
Ping It also helped him express these new words through a medium
that was new andoSxciting to him And he profited in learning the
concept of melt'

This report by giving information about the Bilingual Program
and the children involved, the objectives of the art activity the
process results and recommendations for art activities proves that art
is an integral part of the curriculum for the language handicapped
Children learn by doing How else can children gain experiences as

a basis for language development' Children learn language best in
real situations with condrete experiences

Corcoran Gertrude 13 Language Experience for Nursery and
Kindergarten Years F E Peacock Publishers Inc Itasca II.60i43Copynght
1976 p 143

iLeeper Sarah Hammond Dales Ruth I Skipper Dora Skies
Wtthqrt poon Ralph L, Good Schools for Young Children MacMillan
publishing CdPlew York. Copynght 1974 p 302

'Gonzalez-Mena Janet. English as a second language for pre i,chool
children Young Children, November ma p 17 18
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Five Little $nowitien Fat
Five little snowmen fat, each with a funpy hat Out came the sun andmelted one, what a sad thing was that Down, down, down
Four little snowmen fat, each with a hinny hat Out came the sup and

melted one, what asad thing waslhai Down, down, down
Three little snowmen fat, each with a futiny hat Outcome the sun and

melted one what a sad thing wat that Down, down, down
Two little snowmen fat, each with a funny hat Out cam, the sun and

melted one, what a sad thing was that Donn, down, down
One little snowmen fat, each with a turiny hat IIM.ame the sun andmelted one what la sad thing Obsfthat Down; do down

thor unknown
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. WAXED,PAPEA LEAF A013
CRAYON LAMINATION

Lynwood Schorie
Teaching Area. Special Education, Learning Disabled

and Educable Mentally Handicapped

Thisreport is a tine example of the way a simple art activity (waxed

paper leaf and crayonlamination) can be used as a central activity in a

science and reading lesson with a group of very special students, ages

five to eleven Additionally and of equal significance, the students

learned a new artistic process and produced some beautiful work

I am a member of the Supportive Le-paling Program at A 0

Marshall School in Joliet Illinois The pirogram consists of two special

education teachers, one assistant one aide and thirty students These

students have been staffed into the program as educable mentally

handicapped. (EMH), eduUiticinally handicapped (EH), learning

disabled tLID or beflaviorally disordered (BD) They are between the

ages of five and eleven Cuqently twenty-eight of these students are

mainweamecl With A d Marshall's total population of five hundred

students
Sarah is one of my EMH students She is mainstreamed with the

fifth grade for all subjects with the exception of language arts My

language arts class consists of ten,students in addition toSarah There

are five. LD students four'EMH students and one EH student
During language arts class mrstudents had been discussing the

seasons Special emphasis was on the current season which was Fall

As one otthe culminating activities, we planftd a field trip to the local

ti park and riathire center In preparation for our trip the students listed

what they thought we walk! see We also studied leaves,' In the park

we planned to visa there are four pro7rnment trees These trees are

maple red oak, wtute oak and burr oak The students spent sometime

each day working with the leaves from these trees We talked about

size shape and color We did soiling activities The students identified

weaves matchod/eaves and described -the leaves On the day of our

field trip we reviewed three wor4heets that Ann Reed, my assistant

had drawn for the students Duridig the field trip it would be each

student s resporlsibillty to check off what they saw It would also be

their responsibility to collect at least six leaves ThRsele'aveswould be

taken back to school and pressed in books overnight:
The day after ourt field trip was almost as exciting as our triMe

.??
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students were anxious to see whatIlhey were going to do with the
leaves they had collected As each student entered the room, he orshe-
noticed the supplies I had set out on the tables When all the students
had arnved, I explained the procedure for the art activity

1 Place one sheet of waxed .paper on a pad of open
inewspapers.

2 Arrange three to five leaves on fhe waxed paper
a Make crayon shavings by using a cheese grater or knife
4 ArrOge shavings on and/or around leaves .

A. 5 Cover with a second sheet of waxedpaper and several layers
of newspaper

6 Using a hot iron set at cotton. heat the entire surface of the
newspaper until the crayon is melted-and the Axed paper
melts together

7 Trim the edges of the waxed paper

j

1 his crayon lamination was created by an eleven-year:old educe blementa fly
heindicapped girl Ditring this activity, the student was reinforced on colors
and on size and shape relatioMtips. As she arranged her leaves on the r
Sarah spontaneously commented ofi her arrangement pattern Big .1. er
biggest . n ,

f.
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Sarah was visibly excited She smiled and carefully looked alther

leaves She selected three leaves, which she q kly identified as

Inap le She arranged her leaves in a straight life on her sheet of
waxed paper and said. Big, IDAger, biggest Sarah smiled at her
arrangement then moved to the next step, which was crayon shaving

She explained to me where each color would be, but did not specify

the colors she planned to use Then Sarah proceeded to work She

selected ten crayorg from the crayon can She set these crAyons on

the table and then arranged them in the order she planned to use
them Sarah then !Dew the shaving process As she worked, she
talked half to herself arrd.halt to me. She would name the color she was

using and where it was going She Was careful and tned not to ally*

any of the shavings to intermix or touch the leaves Frequently she

stopped to simply admire her work When all her crayons had been
used, she said, There' and viewed her work When she decided
everything was just as she wanted she placed a piece of waxed paper

on top and coveredit with newspaper She carefully ironed her work

Several times we stopped and held her wOrisup to the light to see
wherp it needed"to be ironed (one spot did not adhere due to over

ironipg) Sarah was pleafed with her work_ She smiled and

, . commented on' how pretty it was Again he mentioned her order of
big bigger and tiggest Therr she inmm4d around the edges ip what

she said was a wiggle line I taped her finished product to the wi ndow

Sarah smiled of her accomplishment, then she started on clean-up
Thrcrugh this art project. Sarah was able to review colors size and

shape relationships She used fine motorcontrol, viewsl discnmina bon

and auditory sequential memory (directions) Her self-concept was
enhanced , through both the completion of 'the project and her
satisfaction with the project

`Resources ,
Colchado,'Iose Activities ih Art, Illinois State University, 1978
Rathbone, Charlie, Loolyut Bingo," Learning, (7), 1978
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PAINTED STUFFED FISH
Charlotte GInnetti Ponto

Teaching Area; Art Including the Learning
Disabled /Behaviorally Dksordered, Educably

.Handicapped and Educable Mentally Handicapped.

A three-dimensional imaginaryaeccinimal is definitely a unique
artisD;C creation as the reader will dis'over as he/she read this

account of the creation of by a fourteen-year-old mainstreamed'
educable mentally handicapped student In addition to providing
opportunities for learning about artistic processes, the unit provided
opportunities for the student to further develop her fintr motor skills
through sewing and her concentration abilities through fgRowing an
artistic process through several steps

t

Artistic experience is central to the human being and,

where it is sleeping it should be awakened however
modestlyfor it is the pe?son who will awake --arid be
strengthened and aided in his growth and development

Mary Caroline Richards
Bling an art teacher I find this quote to be most a ropnate to my

art program because I am concerned with artistic ex nence I feel it

is central to all human beings whether theyyel. child or an adult of

s....lierage intelligence above or below,When I teach art I have this
---gudtgjD mind My concern is with artistic experiences rather than

finished protects Although art work is a by-product of the experience,
providing thg experience is the prime purpose of my job

1 teacVart to sixth- seventh! and eighth-grade students, ages
eleven through fourteen-years-old at Hufford Junior High in Joliet
Illinois The school would be considered in the upper middle-class
structure I have each student for six weeks of every year they attend,
which is three years My art class size consists of approximately
twenty-five students .of\tuch three to five are speeial education
student's

Our special ectyr.eftion program at Hufforri includes students with

these handicapping conditions learning disabilities (LD) behavior
disorders ti3D), educationally handicapped (EH), and educable
mentally handicapped tEMH), which is also known as the adjusted
learning program (ALP) All students in these programs_ are
mainstreamed into the practical arts, whidh are cooking, sewing,
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drafting, woodshop and art and also into e fine arts, which include
phksical education, music and speech.

The student I chose to observe and wnte about. I will call Chen E
She is in seventh grade and is thirteen yeareplcL Chen is in the or
ALP program I chose Chen because she was at my side every stepioi
every art protect EMH Is used to Indicate that the IQ score is 50 or
above, and in spite of low school achievement and attendant
difficulties there is a resonable prediction of some degree '21
academie& success and iventual social and vocational independence
in adulthood, (Hanng N G, Behavior of Exceptional Children '

Chen was in a class of twenty-five students, of which six were in
the special education program She was the only EMH student in this
particular class

Chen was very enthusiastic about her art class and was very-
determined to work and complete all the projects assigned to the
class She kept up with the students as well as she could Although she
peeled constant individual guidance, everything was done by her
alone ejcept for one step which was tracing around her drawing for
make a second exact copy like the first one I had to help her do that I
let her do it three times before I decided she wasn t able to do it, no,
matter how hard she tried

My seventh-grade class usually does about three or four projects
during the six weeks The one project I chose to observe every step of
the way with Chen was called 'Painted Stuffed Fish The project
involved various creative and manipulative steps Its purpose was
three-fold to paint to stuff and to sew Each student in the class was to
create scfme kind of fish that was never seen or exhibited before It had
to be their own creation, but the fish had to have fish qualities By that I
mean the fish had to have par& on it to stove and get around under
Water

The students were to make up and draw three sketches with very
decorative designs on them One sketch was chosen for the final work
according tcythe design and ability to sew and stuff Chen s chosen
design Yr? on octopus-type fish with three legs After the choice was
made each student then enlarged the drawing to lit the two-foot long
paper

The design had to have thick enough parts to be able to trace, cut
sew and stuff I noticed that Chen had trouble enlarging her drawing
She had to do it a Couple of times 'Finally, it was similar to the onginal
drawing so I 1 her cut It put When cutting, she also lost part of her
drawing but t s did not matter After completing the first fish, she
had to trace aro a to make a second copy She had some problems
with this step She couldn't trace it exactly enough, so I helped her
After both copies were cut out Chen's didn't exactly match They
were cut roughly, but they did match in a crude way

13
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Ail the while Chen worked on her protect, the other students at
her table kept encouraging her and telling her she was doing okay
which. of course. encouraged her onward f noticed something else
about Chen while -working with her Besides her manipulative ,skills
being blow dge level she looked at things from the 'side ati'a not
directly She never looked at me directly in the eye either I don't
know why

Atter enlarging cutting and tracing, the students Started painting
Chen painted freely, not staying in any lines She didn't want to paint

with too many colorslust orange for the whole thing I told her she
needed a ciiisign that would use more colors, but it seemed she really
couldn t understand She said she would put purple dots on the
olange),4iee--the paint dried This idea was fine She feemed4to be
satish -- with her fish When she came in the artroom. she went right to

ye

The protect Painted Stuffed Fish" involved
vanous creative and manipulative steps
This project lasting one to two weeks, en
couraged concentration imagination coor-
dination and decisionmaking' This par
ticular .sea creature is the product of a
thirteen year.&d educable mentally handi-

capped girl
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her work and worked until she finished what she was working on or
until clean up time I kept reminding her. about cleaning up and she
did very well with it

The final step ip marking the fish was sewing and stuffing it I had to
sit with Chen and show her how to sew She would sew awhile and
then have to be reminded how to go with the needle on the top or
bottoin She would sew a little, then stuff with crunched-up
newspaper sew again and stuff a little until completed Shellac was
used ta seal and preserve the .fish

found that Chen, like many other students, enjoyed worIcing on
her previous projects but when she was finished with them, no longer
cared gr related to them She left themon ust forgot them While Chen
was working on:ber.fish she devoutly kept track of it and was very
concerned about it

I also observed that Cheri was very unsure of herself when 1:iie did
our protects not only this one, but others as well She never thought
she would be able to complete or even do some of the But when they
were fin yhed she seemed relieved and pleased th she had actually
finished them She made appall of always asking' e was caught up
She wanted to make sure-stte did all the projec t the class was
doing ...-

This project being a long-term one of one to two weeks, was good
for concentration using imagination, helping coordination, making
choices and decisions, following through with one step before
continuing with another, being aware d motion concerning
underwater creatures 'and, besides all this, shanng Cheri learned to
share supplies ideasand duhes with her table partners (usually three
to four at a table) ,

This protect can be done with special education and average
students from fifth grade on up to the eighth grade My BD and LD
students loved this project mainly because there were so many
different steps As soon as they got tiredof drawing. they cut, then they
painted and then they sewed..
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APPENDIX A
- Art and the Impaired Child:

Some Selected References

Al kelt., C (Guest Editor) Art education and special education (also
entire issue) A rtEducation, December, 1975. 28(8) (Journal of theNational Art Education Association, 1916 Asciation Dnve,
Reston, VA, 22091)

Anderson, F E Art for all the children A creative sourcebook for theimpaired child Charles C Thomas, Publisher, Springfield, IL,
1978 (301-327 E Lawrence St, Spnngfield, IL, 62717)W

Anderson, F E, and Barnheld, LS, Art especially for the excepponalArt Education, May, 1974, 27, 13.15
Fukun, Shiro How can I make what I cannot see' New York Van

Nostrand, Reinhold Publishing Co, 1974 (450 W 33rd St, New
York, NY, 10001)

Hollander, H C Creative opportunities for the retardedchild at home
and in school Booklets 1-6 New York. Doubleday, and Co .1971
Booklets (1) Getting started'(2) Finger paintingand pentma king
(3) Drawing and painting (4)Clay and other dimensional media
(5) Stitchery (6) Woodworking and odds and ends (Garden City
New York, NY, 11530)

Hoover, F L. Art activities for the very young Worcester, MA Davis
Publications, 1965 (Pnnters Building, Worcester, MA, 01608)

Insights. Art in special education Educating the handicapped
through art Millburn, NJ, 1976 (445 Wyoming Ave, Millburn NI,07041)

eKramer, E Art as therapy with cluldreh New York Schoken Books,
Inc, 1971 (200 Madison Ave, New York, NY, 10016) r

Lawn, H P (Editor) Art for the prepnmani child Reston, VA The
MP' National Art Education Association, '1972 (1916 Association

Dnve, Reston, VA, 22091)
Lindsay Z Art and the handicappectchild New York Van Nostrand

Reinhold Publishing Co, 1972 (450 W .33rd St, New York NY10001)
Lavano-Kerr, I, and Savage, S Incrementaltat cumculum model for

the mentally retarded Exceptional Children, November, 1972
39, 139-199 (Journal of the Council for Exceptional Childen
1920 Association Drive, Reston, VA, 20091)

Packard, S, and Anderson, F E A shored identity crisis Art education
and art therapy American Journal of Art Therapy October 1976
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16, 21-28 (6010 Broad Branch Road, NW/Washington, DC,

20415)
Rogers, R (Editor)(Entire issue) Arteducation, art therapy The New

York State Art Teachers Association Bulletin, May, 1978, 28(3)

(3789 E' River Road Grand Island NY, 14072)

oit Rubin, I A Child art therapy Understanding and helping children

grow through art, New York Van Nostrand, Reinhold Publishing

Co (1977 (450 W 33rd St , New York, NY, 10001)

Sherrill, C (Editor) Creative arts for the severely handicapped

Charles C Thomas Publisher 1301-327 E Lawrence St,
Springfield IL 62717), in press

Silver R Developing cognitive and creative skills through and

Unwerroy Park Press (233 E Redwood St, Baltimore, MD,

21202)/1978
Voigt R (Editor) Art and the exceptional student MetrOpolitan-

Cooperative Educational Service Agency, 1977 (M-CESA 2268
Adams Drive NW, Atlanta, GA, 30318)

Additional information related to art and the impaired child can be

obtained by venting the following
Wendy Perks Executive Director, National Committee 'Arts for the

Handicapped, Suite 805 1701 K Stret NW, Washington, DC,

20006
Amencan Art Therapy Association, 428 E Preston St, Baltimore, MD,

21202
Illinois Art Therapy Association, Ms Jesse Vichs, Public Information,

-6444 N Glenwood, Chicago, 1411626
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APPENDIX B
Illinois State University

Departments of Art and pedal Education
ART.FOXI THE HA 'CAPPED

Workshop Needs Anes ent-1978-79

Teaching Area El Ed , Special. Ed

Indicate Your geographic 'area

Spectfy stuaent handicapping conditions

Ages .e'/

.
To help us plan air workshop segments, we need spme
information from you, the participants Please read the questions
carefully and give considered thoug lour responses We thank
you for your time m respondfng to estons. Please return the
completed questionnaire in the envelope provided AS SOON AS
POSSIBLE to insure a place in, the workshop. All other details relatingto your enrollme in the ISU graduate course, ART FOR THE

Van(389.36-bnelioi4r, on a passifail basis, fees paid by
e gr will be handled &wig the first workshop segment (Friday

,eveffing) A letter accompanies this neecls assessment with details...
about the hies and location of the workshopia.
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Compleykall partt and return within seven days.

I. ART INFORMATION Please plaoe adreck In theoppropnate
respohse on BOTH SIDES of the item
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F.,: t-
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. Art Materials arid Processes
e

1 PRINTMAMG

',g F.

R B

v?z-ri
2

R-
r

'i: .

g'. i`
53fa
-?-
3 c
#.
...--g.

8;

I. ,.,K
6.

I3
-,,r,.'ql...F,s.

2 1
2 a
E
P.. ;

-

.

g ,,'

,-- "K

R 4.-1

5-7-:
§.5
-4.,-

J

,-A Monopnnhng .
"A

- .
B Found ob)ect pnntmaking .

.,

&,

C Stnng on wood pnntmaking

D Cardboa;dpnntmalogg
e

E dallograph pnntmaking

,

..-

F . Meat gray pnntmaking ,

Tissue p ekoe, printing
..

i , .

a Oevelopmpltal Copyright 1978 F E Anderson), P Mcknally L

"Morreau.
---,

4 ,.. ,
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Sie?/
4118

'gl"
f,11..a'
tt

.

1-Sc

..3)

22
D

;1
15
:Al;

_

1.1

Ic

:T

1

2. PUPPETRY

:1 T.oa.4F:Vi9^
§-B-glarA2Te
.IalinFirril2tha2

a Xx-6'R

F.B:52/
I g

2X

-c 9

a

54

cla

a

.F:

A Yarn puppets
,-

.

. .
. B. Sock puppets

r

C. Sack puppets

D. Finger puppets .

.
E : Spoon puppets

F Egg carton puppets
... \

3. THREE DIMENSIONAL
CONSTRUCTION

. A Wood.sculpture

9 B, Box sculpture
I.

C. Newspaper sculpture

D Slotted cardboard sculpture.

E. Styrofoam packing
materiel sculpture

F. Nail relief
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...T.
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Si;
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______ . _
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V O»1 L.agcl-
9

4' E
11-;-1121
2

14-.

x
ri -;

p
32
If

a.x
3

-1

2a
§rig

g

5' .29 r

F.1

g Fci :

..
G Geoboard

H Coat hanger sculpture. )

.

..,

4 OTHER

A Slide making

< B Marbelized paper

,
C Paper towel fold and dye

,_
.

D Waxed paper and melted
crayon pictures '

,_

E Marker drawing on foil

.
F Nature weaving

7

G Folded paper animals

II Are any of the following situations a problem for you')
I In my mainstreamed classroom, the handicapped children

are behind in their art skills (abil!ty to ule scissors, for
A..example) and their figure concepts I therefore cannot plan
the same activity for them that I plan for the rest of my class,
(Check appropriate response) 411

Yes, this is a problem.
No, this is not a problem.
Does not apply.

139
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2 In-my art class, my non impaired students:do not easily
socialize, make yiends, discuss or interact with my
handicapped students (Check ap'propnate response )

Yes, This is a problem
No, this is,not a.problem
Does not apply

3 In my art class my handicapped students do not respond to
the same classroovi management approach- I use with the
non-impaired students, but I cannot have two.clifferent sets of
rules for th9 same class members (Check appropriate
response ),

Yes, this is a problem
No, this is not a problem
Does not apply

III Wesneed to know what problems tit anyi you fight be having in
teaching art to children with hantitt6ps Ple se list your threes
most pressing problems the fir,CAs<the gre 41 problem, Be
specific as to situations etc

,

1

1 (Greatest Problem) -t,
1

ii...

oA
.

...,,,jr

, \i)
2 (Next Most Pressing Problem)

;,..,c;" Y'
' -4.:-. ..'

4 y;

3 (Third Most Pressing Pr.obleri/1
,

',...

...

' '4%

Explain any othei problem; You might be having
r

9
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+1. 4

orthopedically impaired
'

,

_

cerebral palsy'

spashcity

athetosis ,

ilepsy i

grand
°

_

petit mal

hemophilia
.A.

- ,_

behavior disorder's . ,

behavior modification

shaping

modeling
.

reinforcing ,
acting out -

task analysis ,
autism

hypoactive
EducationIndividual Education

Plan (IEP)

,
-

-.. .

d



Please check the column that best nclicates ydur level of
understanding of the following terms'

= .

learning disabilities ao

,

perserverat on .

reversals

hyperactive

educable mentally retarded
deaf . .

hard orheaTmg ,

residual heanng

i
speech reading .

manual. cgmmumcation

total tommunicabon
blind 4

..

partially seeing
. .

braille

residual vision
.

strabilmus
. . . ,

nystagmus
i

myopia

hyperopia

astigmatism i

ti
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There-is not general agreement as to condition4 for placement of
children with handicapping conditrons in art or An a, ular classroom
situation Thus we would like your impressions a reactions tca-
following stems Please check BOTHISIDES of the pc,nse opbon 4 for
each handicapping condition fisted below

5 9.
n on!)

10063
5 I;
5, c7.

o
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00
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5 3
a- I.<
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50z
0 ar. -aCL 0
5 3
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*6-n ,o-
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_3

5
a

4

-
4

o

16 '0 Zs- a
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3 3
a 2
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n m.
B-,' o
o
A

a 0- z6 0
5 -7
5
.., 2_t,
SI z
n a
5-r6 0

aSa

a- a,- ,0.
5 3

0
5 43
-....<
n ige
5-,. 5
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o

Visufally Impaired Child

.
Hearing Impaired Child

. - g

, Learning Disabled Child

Behaviorally Disordered Child

g

Orthopedically Handicapped Child

-
' -

Mentally Retarded Child

14j 142



I

I have worked with children with these types of handicapping
_conditions (please check BOTH ITEMS).

4t0
"love Ny

::K.g","s4,3"

YES
I het.

)

Se.erly of Harxi.
coxvIcrOxIctz.A

Mid M Xlm le, S.,,.

Visaally Impaired Child
.

.

Hearing Impaired Child

Learning Disabled Child .

.

Behaviorally Disordered Child if
'

r

Orthopedically Handicapped Child

Mentally Retarded Child
.,

What was the greatest problem y encountered inworkin,g with
children with the following handicapping conditions?

3. Visually Impaired (greatest problemplease be specific)

i'Hearing Impaired (greatest problemplease be specific)

'3 Learning Disabled (greatest problemplease be spdcifird
C

143
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a.

s .

-.... .

4. Behaviorally Disordered (greatest problemplease be specific)

fs.

5. Oritopedic.ally Handicapped (greatest problemplease be

specific): i

1?
6 Mentally Retarded (greatest problemplease be specific) .7-0

f.

l45

.

-

144,
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'Name
(last) (first)

;
I teach. Art Special Ed Elementary Ed

I hove the following art materials for my students (check the
appropnate response

, ..

Have
,Can
Get

Tempera paint
Paint brushes

Wlute drawing paper

Crayons

Water color markers

Scissors

White glue

Pencils

Masking tape
Brayers ,

.
Waterbase pnnter's ink

Acetate

Slide mounts (old file folders)

Cardboard ,
Waxed paper

.

Old magazines
Coat Hangers .

Display area

Tissue paper
... .

14D 246



Have
. Can

Get

Construction pap2r ..
Stapler 4 .

Water containers (pie tins) ,.,

Yarn' ,

_Wood
.

Nails

Newspapers . lb P

Old boxes

Styrofoam packing

Aluminum foil

Ditto paper

Iron .
.

Pliers '
Needle and thread

.

Cloth 'scraps

Food colonng

Storage for 3D projects i

On the overage, how much time do you spend teaching art each
week?

30 min. 30.60 min.,/
over 60 min. _ othe&f.spacify)

How often do you integrate ail with social studies?
Ir

I

never thought about it once a week ,

2 times a week _ 2.4 times a month
other (specify)

How often do you integrate art with math?

never thought about it
2 times a week
other (specify)

.

146 a
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0,

r

l

.

1

How often do you integrate art with reading?
4... .

never thought about it I once a week- _ 2 Wiles a week I __`2-4 times a moni
other (specify)

.
. .

0

.

71,

RETURN. TO . .
Art Departments Illinol State University, Normal, IL 61761_

. T .
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APPENDlifiC
Outside Evaluator's Statement

Introduction a=1.e..

In our planning sessions with members of the Rroiect team,
Summer and early Fall, 1978, we emphasized the possibility of two
major constraints.111 belated return of the needs assessments and (2)
participant resistance to sessions occurring Friday evening and
Saturdays. Although both conditions emergeckas the project evolved
they were not crippling influences. 4

the remarks ,.below are divided into three catories
Administrative, Program and Future Itriplications

Administrative
Comitents ,from participants indicated that art people wanted

'additional information on dealing with special kids and the special
education people wanted more on the arts experience.' While fhe
positive result,s obtained in the &orkshops by combining disparate
groups should be noted and used in future planning, the comments
also indicate the.possibility of successfully conducting two separate
workshops. one for special education teachers to spend a greater
period of time on art experiences, and one for the arts people to learn

. More about special children

Program
the cOmments by participants at all sessions were very favorable,

in large part because of the "hands-on" experiences

Future Implications
Because this program was conducted as a pilot program, we have

chosen to offer several recommendations about future activities
1. Participants should be asked to report the extent to which

they were able to use the information and activities presented .
in the workshops. This could lie made a part of the field
reports.

2 It may be that the setting in which the workshop is
corductede g, public schools, lab schools, private
facilities, etc can influence the behavior of participants
and the value of the workshop to the participants
The activities and discussions where a cross section of
teachers were involved proved extrem y valuable, and the
possibility of planning for this type of nteraction during a

142
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A

greater, portion of time in future workshops should be
considered _

4 The graduate credit offered for pariictpation in the course
_khoeld be eicamined to determine whether the credit is
importanN Sndior necessary for the participants.

Finally, we applaarthe idea f an interdisciplinary team
approach, so clearly portrayed in th proposal, and praise_ the
creative, unstinting efforts of its m bens to operationalize an
extremely difficult plan Prso Anderson,. McAnally and
CaTchiao deserve congratula

Gordon Hoke
Associate Professor
Collegeof Education
Center for Instructional Research and Curriculum Evaluation
(CIRCE) r
University of Ilfrnois
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